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Lepton Flavor Universality of Charged Currents
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In SM weak charged current interactions are lepton flavor 
universal

• Tested directly at colliders via W decays ~1%

Additional charged (scalar) interactions could induce LFU 
violation in processes at low energies

Can be predicted accurately even in hadronic processes, 
since most QCD uncertainties cancel in ratios

• Pion, kaon, D processes well consistent with LFU expectations ~(0.1-1)%

• In B sector tests only became feasible at B-factories...
c.f. HFAG, 1010.1589



Lepton flavor effects in B decays

• Conservation of angular momentum 
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• Conservation of angular momentum 
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• Conservation of angular momentum 
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(SM) left-handed current insertion 
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LFU in (semi)leptonic B decays
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Experimental situation
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio

R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
SM

+
X

a

za
⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify

R
(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` then have the following form,

QL = (q̄
3

�µ⌧
aq

3

)J µ
3,a , (5)

Qi
R = (ūR,i�µbR)(H

†⌧aH̃)J µ
3,a , (6)
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~2.6σ
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observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)
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⌧/` using EFT. The
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio
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⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The
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+
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Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio
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⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (
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2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
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+
X
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⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify
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⌧/` then have the following form,
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio

R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
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+
X
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za
⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio
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⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first
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⌧/` using EFT. The
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+
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where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio

R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
SM

+
X

a

za
⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify

R
(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` then have the following form,

QL = (q̄
3

�µ⌧
aq

3

)J µ
3,a , (5)

Qi
R = (ūR,i�µbR)(H

†⌧aH̃)J µ
3,a , (6)
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�R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

�B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 5.17± 1.01

where the partial branching fraction !B and the integral !! defined as in (2), are taken
over the same region q21 ! q2 ! q22 of the momentum transfer.

The above equation for the ratio Rs/l follows solely from the V " A structure of the

weak currents in SM and Vub cancels out in the ratio. The form factor f+
B! and decay

constant fB entering r.h.s. are obtained by one and the same QCD method: lattice
QCD or the combination of LCSR and QCD sum rule. In Tables 2 and 3 we collect the
inputs for this equation, obtained from di"erent measurements and QCD calculations.
The disagreement between the calculated and measured ratio Rs/l goes beyond the
theoretical and experimental errors, especially in the case of the lattice calculations
which have smaller uncertainties.

Exp. !B(10!4) [Ref.] B(B # "#" )(10!4) [Ref.] Rs/l

BABAR 0.32 ± 0.03 [2] 1.76 ± 0.49 [37, 38] 0.20+0.08
!0.05

0.33± 0.03 ± 0.03 [3]

Belle 0.398 ± 0.03 [4] 1.54+0.38
!0.37

+0.29
!0.31 [39] 0.28+0.13

!0.07

QCD !!(ps!1) [Ref.] fB(MeV) [Ref.] Rs/l

HPQCD 2.02 ± 0.55 [5] 190± 13 [35] 0.52 ± 0.16

FNAL/MILC 2.21+0.47
!0.42 [6] 212 ± 9 [36] 0.46 ± 0.10

Table 2: The ratio Rs/l for the region 16 GeV2 < q2 < 26.4 GeV2, measured and calcu-
lated from (22) using the lattice QCD results. The weighted average over the
two BABAR measurements is taken and all errors are added in quadrature.

Decreasing further the theoretical and experimental errors in (22), especially in the
B # "#" width, becomes therefore a very important task. Possible e"ects beyond the SM
in B # "#" are already being discussed in the literature, and, in particular, B # D"#"
is proposed as a channel which has common new physics contributions with the leptonic
B decay (see e.g., [40] and references therein).

Here we would like to attract attention to another semileptonic channel: B # $"#" ,
although it is experimentally very demanding. Earlier this channel was discussed e.g.,
in [32, 41]. Note that this channel has the same combination of quark and lepton
flavours as B # "#" . In the SM, the B # $"#" decay di"ers only kinematically
from the semileptonic modes with the muon or electron. A convenient, Vub-independent
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dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
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B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)
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B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio
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= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
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⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
SM

+
X

a

za
⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify

R
(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` then have the following form,

QL = (q̄
3

�µ⌧
aq

3

)J µ
3,a , (5)

Qi
R = (ūR,i�µbR)(H

†⌧aH̃)J µ
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.

QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)

X

j

J µ
j,a , (7)

Qi
RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
3

)
X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to
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j,a , (7)
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j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
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H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡
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aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding
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⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR
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⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,
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⌧/` /R⇤,SM
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where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio

R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
SM

+
X

a

za
⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify

R
(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` then have the following form,

QL = (q̄
3

�µ⌧
aq

3

)J µ
3,a , (5)

Qi
R = (ūR,i�µbR)(H

†⌧aH̃)J µ
3,a , (6)
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• General requirements in EFT:

• no tree-level down quark / charged lepton FCNCs

• no LFU violations in pion, kaon sectors
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right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]
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⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio
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⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
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For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
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⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
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giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
SM

+
X

a

za
⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.

QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)
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where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
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H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)
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fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
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⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective
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fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio

R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
SM

+
X

a

za
⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify

R
(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` then have the following form,

QL = (q̄
3

�µ⌧
aq

3

)J µ
3,a , (5)

Qi
R = (ūR,i�µbR)(H

†⌧aH̃)J µ
3,a , (6)
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⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
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ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
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SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
SM

+
X

a

za
⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify

R
(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` then have the following form,

QL = (q̄
3

�µ⌧
aq

3

)J µ
3,a , (5)

Qi
R = (ūR,i�µbR)(H

†⌧aH̃)J µ
3,a , (6)
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.

QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)

X

j

J µ
j,a , (7)

Qi
RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
3

)
X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to
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H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
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H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]
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 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)
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⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding
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⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,
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where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
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RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
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perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
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can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
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transitions generated by the Qi
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 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
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RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to
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⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi
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satisfied by taking zi = V ib
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio

R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.
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R⇤
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⌧/` and
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Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
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R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
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B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
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observables and LHC searches are also derived.
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where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.

QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)

X

j

J µ
j,a , (7)

Qi
RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
3

)
X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to
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H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding
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where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
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transitions generated by the Qi
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RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi
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satisfied by taking zi = V ib
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of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio

R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
SM

+
X

a

za
⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify

R
(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` then have the following form,

QL = (q̄
3

�µ⌧
aq

3

)J µ
3,a , (5)

Qi
R = (ūR,i�µbR)(H

†⌧aH̃)J µ
3,a , (6)
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B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
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can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio
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⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured
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For latter convenience we can summarize all the three
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giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
SM

+
X

a
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⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.

QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)

X

j

J µ
j,a , (7)

Qi
RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
3

)
X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to
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RL. In this way we get rid of all
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aHbR). Note that Qi
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fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.

QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)

X

j

J µ
j,a , (7)

Qi
RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
3

)
X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to

respect MFV by construction
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio

R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
SM

+
X

a

za
⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify

R
(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` then have the following form,

QL = (q̄
3

�µ⌧
aq

3

)J µ
3,a , (5)

Qi
R = (ūR,i�µbR)(H

†⌧aH̃)J µ
3,a , (6)
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio

R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
SM

+
X

a

za
⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify

R
(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` then have the following form,

QL = (q̄
3

�µ⌧
aq

3

)J µ
3,a , (5)

Qi
R = (ūR,i�µbR)(H

†⌧aH̃)J µ
3,a , (6)
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.

QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)

X

j

J µ
j,a , (7)

Qi
RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
3

)
X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
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best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.
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aHbR)
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J µ
j,a , (7)
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RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
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)
X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections
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⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡
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best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
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ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]
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 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)
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⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
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⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
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⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding
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⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
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RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
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perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤
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can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to

quark flavor structure not fully determined
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio

R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
SM

+
X

a

za
⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify

R
(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` then have the following form,

QL = (q̄
3

�µ⌧
aq

3

)J µ
3,a , (5)

Qi
R = (ūR,i�µbR)(H

†⌧aH̃)J µ
3,a , (6)
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right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.
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branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]
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B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio
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B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
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⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
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giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first
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where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
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ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.

QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)

X

j

J µ
j,a , (7)

Qi
RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
3

)
X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to
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cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤
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⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.
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H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to
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on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
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⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.
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where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�
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H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding
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⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,
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⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
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⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
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H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,
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⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,
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⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to

obscured by tree-level SM

monotops at LHC
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.

QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)
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J µ
j,a , (7)

Qi
RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
3
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X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM
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⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
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Present measurements of b ! c⌧⌫ and b ! u⌧⌫ transitions di↵er from the standard model pre-
dictions of lepton flavor universality by combined 4.6�, if gaussian errors are assumed. We examine
new physics interpretations of this anomaly. An e↵ective field theory analysis shows that mini-
mal flavor violating models are disfavored as an explanation. Allowing for general flavor violation,
right-right vector and right-left scalar quark currents are identified as viable candidates. We discuss
explicit examples of two Higgs doublet models, leptoquarks as well as quark and lepton composite-
ness. Finally, implications for LHC searches and future measurements at the (super)B-factories are
presented.

Introduction. The BaBar collaboration recently
reported measurements of semileptonic B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫
branching fractions normalized to the corresponding
B ! D(⇤)`⌫ modes (with ` = e, µ) [1]

R⇤

⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⇤⌧⌫)
B(B!D⇤`⌫) = 0.332± 0.030 , (1)

R⌧/` ⌘ B(B!D⌧⌫)
B(B!D`⌫) = 0.440± 0.072 , (2)

where the statistical and systematic errors have been
combined in quadrature. The two ratios, R⇤

⌧/` and

R⌧/`, are excellent probes of new physics (NP), since
the dependence of the standard model (SM) predictions
on the hadronic form factors cancels to a large extent.
Both values in Eqs. (1), (2) are consistent with previ-
ous measurements [2], but are also significantly larger
(at 3.4� significance when combined) than the SM values
R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 0.252(3) andRSM

⌧/` = 0.296(16) [3]. If confirmed,
this would signal a violation of lepton flavor universality
(LFU) in semileptonic b ! c transitions at the O(30%)
level.

Intriguingly, there are also hints of LFU violations
in semileptonic b ! u transitions. The measured lep-
tonic B ! ⌧⌫ branching fraction B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄) =
(16.8 ± 3.1) ⇥ 10�5[4, 5], deviates significantly from its
SM prediction with Vub CKM element taken from the
global fit [5]. This is in contrast to the measured exclu-
sive semileptonic b ! u`⌫ transition branching fraction
B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄) = (14.6 ± 0.7) ⇥ 10�5 [6, 7], which is
consistent with the CKM unitarity predictions [8]. One
can get rid of Vub dependence by considering the ratio

R⇡
⌧/` ⌘

⌧(B0)

⌧(B�)

B(B� ! ⌧�⌫̄)

B(B̄0 ! ⇡+`�⌫̄)
= 1.07± 0.20 . (3)

The SM prediction is R⇡,SM
⌧/` = 0.31(6), where we have

used the recent Lattice QCD estimates of the relevant
B ! ⇡ form factor and the B decay constant [9]. The
measured value in Eq. (3) is more than a factor of 3
bigger – a discrepancy with 3.6� significance if gaussian
errors are assumed. (The tension between the measured

B ! ⇡`⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decay rates has previously been
discussed in [10].)
For latter convenience we can summarize all the three

experimental values as R⇡,exp
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 3.45 ± 0.93,

Rexp

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1.49±0.26 andR⇤,exp
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1.32±0.12,
giving a combined excess of 4.6� above the SM expec-
tations. These hints of LFU violations in semileptonic
b ! c and b ! u transitions can be contrasted to the
pion and kaon sectors where LFU for all three lepton gen-
erations has been tested at the percent level and found
in excellent agreement with the SM expectations [7].
In this Letter we explore the possibility that the hints

of LFU violations in semileptonic B decays are due to
NP. We first perform a model independent analysis us-
ing e↵ective field theory (EFT), which then allows us to
identify viable NP models. Implications for other flavor
observables and LHC searches are also derived.
LFU Violations in B decays and NP. We first

study NP e↵ects in R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` using EFT. The

SM Lagrangian is supplemented with a set of higher
dimensional operators, Qi, that are generated at a NP
scale ⇤ above the electroweak symmetry breaking scale
v = (

p
2/4GF )1/2 ' 174 GeV

L = L
SM

+
X

a

za
⇤da�4

Qi + h.c. , (4)

where da are the canonical dimensions of the opera-
tors Qa, and za are the dimensionless Wilson coe�-
cients (below we will mostly use rescaled versions ca =
za(⇤/v)da�4). We also make two simplifying require-
ments that at the tree level (i) no dangerous down-type
flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs) and (ii) no
LFU violations in the pion and kaon sectors are gener-
ated. The lowest dimensional operators that can modify

R
(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` then have the following form,

QL = (q̄
3

�µ⌧
aq

3

)J µ
3,a , (5)

Qi
R = (ūR,i�µbR)(H

†⌧aH̃)J µ
3,a , (6)
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Fixing the flavor structure I: MFV

• MFV obeyed by construction for QL and QLR

• QL predicts universal shift to all R - universality between

• QLR contributions helicity suppressed - tension between

•  Imposing MFV on QR,RL,ψ

•                      - negligible contributions

•   Qψ does not interfere with SM, is helicity suppressed - tensions remain
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.

QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)

X

j

J µ
j,a , (7)

Qi
RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
3

)
X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to
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rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
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cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.
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J µ
j,a , (7)
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†⌧aq
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J µ
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where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�
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H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to
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QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)

X

j

J µ
j,a , (7)

Qi
RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
3

)
X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to

Observed pattern of LFU violations consistent with MFV NP

only for left current NP ops.



Fixing the flavor structure II: generic flavor pattern

• Need to parametrize relation between b→c and b→u currents

• generic flavor structure does not save Qψ
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R⇡
⌧/` are no longer related to those in R(⇤)

⌧/`. We thus

parametrize the contributions of Qi
 and Qi

R,RL op-
erators to b ! c semileptonic transitions respectively
by zc ,R,RL = c ,R,RL(⇤/v)2, and to b ! u semilep-
tonic transitions by zu ,R,RL = ✏ ,R,RLz

c
 ,R,RL. The ef-

fect of Qi
R is to rescale the SM expectations R⌧/` by

|1 � cR/2Vcb|2 and R⇡
⌧/` by |1 + ✏RcR/2Vub|2. For R⇤

⌧/`

we obtain

R⇤,R(MFV)

⌧/` /R⇤,SM
⌧/` = 1� 0.88Re(cR/Vcb) + 0.25|cR/Vcb|2.

(11)
On the other hand contributions of Qi

RL can be obtained
from the corresponding expressions for QLR in the pre-
vious section with obvious modifications for the di↵erent
flavor and chiral structure.

We fit the data to pairs of (ci, ✏i) using CKM in-
puts from the global fit [5]). The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. Considering the NP operator Qi

R, all
three LFU ratios can now be perfectly accommodated at
cR ' �0.0039 ± 0.053i and ✏R ' 0.20. Interestingly, a
good fit necessarily implies a presence of large CP vio-
lating contributions, suppressed by an e↵ective NP scale
v|Im(c

R

)|�1/4 ' 0.36 TeV. Similarly, NP contributions
from Qi

RL can now simultaneously explain both R⇡
⌧/`

and R(⇤)

⌧/` discrepancies. The best fit of �2 ' 0.6 is
obtained at cRL ' 11 and ✏RL ' 0.013. The required
size of NP contributions points to a low NP scale of
v|cRL|�1/4 ' 97 GeV. On the other hand, generic fla-
vor structures do not significantly improve the MFV fit
of the Qi

 operator, due to the tension between R⌧/`

and R⇤

⌧/` (present also for QLR, see Fig. 1). Nonethe-
less, both R⌧/` and R⇡

⌧/` can now be accommodated si-
multaneously provided the parameters are near m = 0,
c ' 0.04 and ✏ ' 0.04 (at which point �2 ' 5.4) .

Explicit models. Specific NP models in general con-
tribute to more than one operator of the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (4). The agreement with data for Qi

RL

operators suggests an obvious candidate – the two-Higgs

doublet model (2HDM), where charged Higgs (H+) ex-
changes generate both cRL and cLR. No tree level FC-
NCs arise in 2HDMs with natural flavor conservation
where the two Higgs doublets couple exclusively to uR

and/or dR. The four types of natural flavor conservation
2HDMs: Type I, Type II, “lepton specific” and “flipped”
[15] give cLR = (2mbv/m

2

H+){ctg2�, tg2�,�1,�1} and
ciRL = (2mi

uv/m
2

H+){ctg2�,�1,�1, ctg2�}, respectively.
Here tg� is the ratio of the two Higgs doublets’ vacuum
expectation values. Imposing the mH+ & 80 GeV bound
from direct searches at LEP [16] and O(1) . tg� .
O(100) so that the Yukawas are perturbative, we find
that none of the natural flavor conservation 2HDMs can
simultaneously account for the three LFU ratios.
In principle there is enough freedom in the Higgs

couplings to quarks to explain the observed LFU ra-
tios using 2HDMs with more general flavor structure.
A simple limit is that only one of the Higgs dou-
blets obtains a vacuum expectation value. The charged
Higgs is then part of the remaining Higgs doublet (H̄).
The interaction terms L � i

RLq̄3u
i
RH̄ + i

LRb̄RH̄
†qi +

⌧ ⌧̄Rl3H̄+h.c. generate ci⌧RL = �i⇤
RL(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2

and ci⌧LR = �i⇤
LR(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2 Wilson coe�cients
for the i@µ(ūiH̃

†⌧aq
3

)J µ
3,a and i@µ(q̄i⌧aHbR)J µ

3,a opera-
tors, generalizations of Eqs. (8) and (7), respectively. The
best fit regions have a fourfold amiguity with two solu-
tions for (u

LR�u
RL)

⌧ ' {1.5,�5}·10�3(mH+/v)2, and
two solutions for (c

RL
⌧ ,c

LR
⌧ ) ' {(�6, 8), (�12, 1)} ·

10�2(mH+/v)2. These values are large enough to pose

severe flavor building problems. The products 
c(u)
RL ⌧

are roughly three (four) orders of magnitude larger
than the corresponding Yukawas giving fermion masses,
(mc(u)/v)(m⌧/v). Furthermore, in order to satisfy FCNC
bounds from D0, Bs and Bd mixing, there needs to be at
least an order of magnitude cancellation between di↵er-
ent contributions even for ⌧ = 1 (for Bs,d a viable solu-
tion is also i

LR = 0). If such a charged Higgs is lighter
than the top quark, it could be observed in t ! bH+

decays. The null results of existing searches at ATLAS
and CMS imply |t

RL,LR| . O(0.2 � 0.4) for the H+

mass between 80 GeV and 160 GeV [17]. If the charged
Higgs is heavier than the top, the dominant signal could
come from gb ! H�t production with, e.g., the pp cross
section at the 8 TeV LHC of 1.4pb(|t

RL|2 + |t
LR|2) for

mH� = 200 GeV. Also for larger H+ masses ⌧+MET
and tb resonance searches [18] become e↵ective, since H�

then decays predominantly to t̄b and ⌧⌫ depending on the
relative sizes of t

LR,RL and ⌧ .
An alternative possibility is represented by lepto-

quarks. In particular, scalar leptoquarks forming the
(3,3,�1/3), (¯3,2,�7/6) and (3,1,�1/3) representa-
tions of the SM SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge
group as well as vector leptoquarks in the (3,3, 2/3),
(¯3,2, 5/6) and (3,1, 2/3) representations can contribute
to (semi)leptonic charged current meson decays at the
tree level. In general they will also induce dangerous
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R⇡
⌧/` are no longer related to those in R(⇤)

⌧/`. We thus

parametrize the contributions of Qi
 and Qi

R,RL op-
erators to b ! c semileptonic transitions respectively
by zc ,R,RL = c ,R,RL(⇤/v)2, and to b ! u semilep-
tonic transitions by zu ,R,RL = ✏ ,R,RLz

c
 ,R,RL. The ef-

fect of Qi
R is to rescale the SM expectations R⌧/` by

|1 � cR/2Vcb|2 and R⇡
⌧/` by |1 + ✏RcR/2Vub|2. For R⇤

⌧/`

we obtain

R⇤,R(MFV)

⌧/` /R⇤,SM
⌧/` = 1� 0.88Re(cR/Vcb) + 0.25|cR/Vcb|2.

(11)
On the other hand contributions of Qi

RL can be obtained
from the corresponding expressions for QLR in the pre-
vious section with obvious modifications for the di↵erent
flavor and chiral structure.

We fit the data to pairs of (ci, ✏i) using CKM in-
puts from the global fit [5]). The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. Considering the NP operator Qi

R, all
three LFU ratios can now be perfectly accommodated at
cR ' �0.0039 ± 0.053i and ✏R ' 0.20. Interestingly, a
good fit necessarily implies a presence of large CP vio-
lating contributions, suppressed by an e↵ective NP scale
v|Im(c

R

)|�1/4 ' 0.36 TeV. Similarly, NP contributions
from Qi

RL can now simultaneously explain both R⇡
⌧/`

and R(⇤)

⌧/` discrepancies. The best fit of �2 ' 0.6 is
obtained at cRL ' 11 and ✏RL ' 0.013. The required
size of NP contributions points to a low NP scale of
v|cRL|�1/4 ' 97 GeV. On the other hand, generic fla-
vor structures do not significantly improve the MFV fit
of the Qi

 operator, due to the tension between R⌧/`

and R⇤

⌧/` (present also for QLR, see Fig. 1). Nonethe-
less, both R⌧/` and R⇡

⌧/` can now be accommodated si-
multaneously provided the parameters are near m = 0,
c ' 0.04 and ✏ ' 0.04 (at which point �2 ' 5.4) .

Explicit models. Specific NP models in general con-
tribute to more than one operator of the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (4). The agreement with data for Qi

RL

operators suggests an obvious candidate – the two-Higgs

doublet model (2HDM), where charged Higgs (H+) ex-
changes generate both cRL and cLR. No tree level FC-
NCs arise in 2HDMs with natural flavor conservation
where the two Higgs doublets couple exclusively to uR

and/or dR. The four types of natural flavor conservation
2HDMs: Type I, Type II, “lepton specific” and “flipped”
[15] give cLR = (2mbv/m

2

H+){ctg2�, tg2�,�1,�1} and
ciRL = (2mi

uv/m
2

H+){ctg2�,�1,�1, ctg2�}, respectively.
Here tg� is the ratio of the two Higgs doublets’ vacuum
expectation values. Imposing the mH+ & 80 GeV bound
from direct searches at LEP [16] and O(1) . tg� .
O(100) so that the Yukawas are perturbative, we find
that none of the natural flavor conservation 2HDMs can
simultaneously account for the three LFU ratios.
In principle there is enough freedom in the Higgs

couplings to quarks to explain the observed LFU ra-
tios using 2HDMs with more general flavor structure.
A simple limit is that only one of the Higgs dou-
blets obtains a vacuum expectation value. The charged
Higgs is then part of the remaining Higgs doublet (H̄).
The interaction terms L � i

RLq̄3u
i
RH̄ + i

LRb̄RH̄
†qi +

⌧ ⌧̄Rl3H̄+h.c. generate ci⌧RL = �i⇤
RL(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2

and ci⌧LR = �i⇤
LR(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2 Wilson coe�cients
for the i@µ(ūiH̃

†⌧aq
3

)J µ
3,a and i@µ(q̄i⌧aHbR)J µ

3,a opera-
tors, generalizations of Eqs. (8) and (7), respectively. The
best fit regions have a fourfold amiguity with two solu-
tions for (u

LR�u
RL)

⌧ ' {1.5,�5}·10�3(mH+/v)2, and
two solutions for (c

RL
⌧ ,c

LR
⌧ ) ' {(�6, 8), (�12, 1)} ·

10�2(mH+/v)2. These values are large enough to pose

severe flavor building problems. The products 
c(u)
RL ⌧

are roughly three (four) orders of magnitude larger
than the corresponding Yukawas giving fermion masses,
(mc(u)/v)(m⌧/v). Furthermore, in order to satisfy FCNC
bounds from D0, Bs and Bd mixing, there needs to be at
least an order of magnitude cancellation between di↵er-
ent contributions even for ⌧ = 1 (for Bs,d a viable solu-
tion is also i

LR = 0). If such a charged Higgs is lighter
than the top quark, it could be observed in t ! bH+

decays. The null results of existing searches at ATLAS
and CMS imply |t

RL,LR| . O(0.2 � 0.4) for the H+

mass between 80 GeV and 160 GeV [17]. If the charged
Higgs is heavier than the top, the dominant signal could
come from gb ! H�t production with, e.g., the pp cross
section at the 8 TeV LHC of 1.4pb(|t

RL|2 + |t
LR|2) for

mH� = 200 GeV. Also for larger H+ masses ⌧+MET
and tb resonance searches [18] become e↵ective, since H�

then decays predominantly to t̄b and ⌧⌫ depending on the
relative sizes of t

LR,RL and ⌧ .
An alternative possibility is represented by lepto-

quarks. In particular, scalar leptoquarks forming the
(3,3,�1/3), (¯3,2,�7/6) and (3,1,�1/3) representa-
tions of the SM SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge
group as well as vector leptoquarks in the (3,3, 2/3),
(¯3,2, 5/6) and (3,1, 2/3) representations can contribute
to (semi)leptonic charged current meson decays at the
tree level. In general they will also induce dangerous
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R⇡
⌧/` are no longer related to those in R(⇤)

⌧/`. We thus

parametrize the contributions of Qi
 and Qi

R,RL op-
erators to b ! c semileptonic transitions respectively
by zc ,R,RL = c ,R,RL(⇤/v)2, and to b ! u semilep-
tonic transitions by zu ,R,RL = ✏ ,R,RLz

c
 ,R,RL. The ef-

fect of Qi
R is to rescale the SM expectations R⌧/` by

|1 � cR/2Vcb|2 and R⇡
⌧/` by |1 + ✏RcR/2Vub|2. For R⇤

⌧/`

we obtain

R⇤,R(MFV)

⌧/` /R⇤,SM
⌧/` = 1� 0.88Re(cR/Vcb) + 0.25|cR/Vcb|2.

(11)
On the other hand contributions of Qi

RL can be obtained
from the corresponding expressions for QLR in the pre-
vious section with obvious modifications for the di↵erent
flavor and chiral structure.

We fit the data to pairs of (ci, ✏i) using CKM in-
puts from the global fit [5]). The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. Considering the NP operator Qi

R, all
three LFU ratios can now be perfectly accommodated at
cR ' �0.0039 ± 0.053i and ✏R ' 0.20. Interestingly, a
good fit necessarily implies a presence of large CP vio-
lating contributions, suppressed by an e↵ective NP scale
v|Im(c

R

)|�1/4 ' 0.36 TeV. Similarly, NP contributions
from Qi

RL can now simultaneously explain both R⇡
⌧/`

and R(⇤)

⌧/` discrepancies. The best fit of �2 ' 0.6 is
obtained at cRL ' 11 and ✏RL ' 0.013. The required
size of NP contributions points to a low NP scale of
v|cRL|�1/4 ' 97 GeV. On the other hand, generic fla-
vor structures do not significantly improve the MFV fit
of the Qi

 operator, due to the tension between R⌧/`

and R⇤

⌧/` (present also for QLR, see Fig. 1). Nonethe-
less, both R⌧/` and R⇡

⌧/` can now be accommodated si-
multaneously provided the parameters are near m = 0,
c ' 0.04 and ✏ ' 0.04 (at which point �2 ' 5.4) .

Explicit models. Specific NP models in general con-
tribute to more than one operator of the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (4). The agreement with data for Qi

RL

operators suggests an obvious candidate – the two-Higgs

doublet model (2HDM), where charged Higgs (H+) ex-
changes generate both cRL and cLR. No tree level FC-
NCs arise in 2HDMs with natural flavor conservation
where the two Higgs doublets couple exclusively to uR

and/or dR. The four types of natural flavor conservation
2HDMs: Type I, Type II, “lepton specific” and “flipped”
[15] give cLR = (2mbv/m

2

H+){ctg2�, tg2�,�1,�1} and
ciRL = (2mi

uv/m
2

H+){ctg2�,�1,�1, ctg2�}, respectively.
Here tg� is the ratio of the two Higgs doublets’ vacuum
expectation values. Imposing the mH+ & 80 GeV bound
from direct searches at LEP [16] and O(1) . tg� .
O(100) so that the Yukawas are perturbative, we find
that none of the natural flavor conservation 2HDMs can
simultaneously account for the three LFU ratios.
In principle there is enough freedom in the Higgs

couplings to quarks to explain the observed LFU ra-
tios using 2HDMs with more general flavor structure.
A simple limit is that only one of the Higgs dou-
blets obtains a vacuum expectation value. The charged
Higgs is then part of the remaining Higgs doublet (H̄).
The interaction terms L � i

RLq̄3u
i
RH̄ + i

LRb̄RH̄
†qi +

⌧ ⌧̄Rl3H̄+h.c. generate ci⌧RL = �i⇤
RL(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2

and ci⌧LR = �i⇤
LR(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2 Wilson coe�cients
for the i@µ(ūiH̃

†⌧aq
3

)J µ
3,a and i@µ(q̄i⌧aHbR)J µ

3,a opera-
tors, generalizations of Eqs. (8) and (7), respectively. The
best fit regions have a fourfold amiguity with two solu-
tions for (u

LR�u
RL)

⌧ ' {1.5,�5}·10�3(mH+/v)2, and
two solutions for (c

RL
⌧ ,c

LR
⌧ ) ' {(�6, 8), (�12, 1)} ·

10�2(mH+/v)2. These values are large enough to pose

severe flavor building problems. The products 
c(u)
RL ⌧

are roughly three (four) orders of magnitude larger
than the corresponding Yukawas giving fermion masses,
(mc(u)/v)(m⌧/v). Furthermore, in order to satisfy FCNC
bounds from D0, Bs and Bd mixing, there needs to be at
least an order of magnitude cancellation between di↵er-
ent contributions even for ⌧ = 1 (for Bs,d a viable solu-
tion is also i

LR = 0). If such a charged Higgs is lighter
than the top quark, it could be observed in t ! bH+

decays. The null results of existing searches at ATLAS
and CMS imply |t

RL,LR| . O(0.2 � 0.4) for the H+

mass between 80 GeV and 160 GeV [17]. If the charged
Higgs is heavier than the top, the dominant signal could
come from gb ! H�t production with, e.g., the pp cross
section at the 8 TeV LHC of 1.4pb(|t

RL|2 + |t
LR|2) for

mH� = 200 GeV. Also for larger H+ masses ⌧+MET
and tb resonance searches [18] become e↵ective, since H�

then decays predominantly to t̄b and ⌧⌫ depending on the
relative sizes of t

LR,RL and ⌧ .
An alternative possibility is represented by lepto-

quarks. In particular, scalar leptoquarks forming the
(3,3,�1/3), (¯3,2,�7/6) and (3,1,�1/3) representa-
tions of the SM SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge
group as well as vector leptoquarks in the (3,3, 2/3),
(¯3,2, 5/6) and (3,1, 2/3) representations can contribute
to (semi)leptonic charged current meson decays at the
tree level. In general they will also induce dangerous
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R⇡
⌧/` are no longer related to those in R(⇤)

⌧/`. We thus

parametrize the contributions of Qi
 and Qi

R,RL op-
erators to b ! c semileptonic transitions respectively
by zc ,R,RL = c ,R,RL(⇤/v)2, and to b ! u semilep-
tonic transitions by zu ,R,RL = ✏ ,R,RLz

c
 ,R,RL. The ef-

fect of Qi
R is to rescale the SM expectations R⌧/` by

|1 � cR/2Vcb|2 and R⇡
⌧/` by |1 + ✏RcR/2Vub|2. For R⇤

⌧/`

we obtain

R⇤,R(MFV)

⌧/` /R⇤,SM
⌧/` = 1� 0.88Re(cR/Vcb) + 0.25|cR/Vcb|2.

(11)
On the other hand contributions of Qi

RL can be obtained
from the corresponding expressions for QLR in the pre-
vious section with obvious modifications for the di↵erent
flavor and chiral structure.

We fit the data to pairs of (ci, ✏i) using CKM in-
puts from the global fit [5]). The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. Considering the NP operator Qi

R, all
three LFU ratios can now be perfectly accommodated at
cR ' �0.0039 ± 0.053i and ✏R ' 0.20. Interestingly, a
good fit necessarily implies a presence of large CP vio-
lating contributions, suppressed by an e↵ective NP scale
v|Im(c

R

)|�1/4 ' 0.36 TeV. Similarly, NP contributions
from Qi

RL can now simultaneously explain both R⇡
⌧/`

and R(⇤)

⌧/` discrepancies. The best fit of �2 ' 0.6 is
obtained at cRL ' 11 and ✏RL ' 0.013. The required
size of NP contributions points to a low NP scale of
v|cRL|�1/4 ' 97 GeV. On the other hand, generic fla-
vor structures do not significantly improve the MFV fit
of the Qi

 operator, due to the tension between R⌧/`

and R⇤

⌧/` (present also for QLR, see Fig. 1). Nonethe-
less, both R⌧/` and R⇡

⌧/` can now be accommodated si-
multaneously provided the parameters are near m = 0,
c ' 0.04 and ✏ ' 0.04 (at which point �2 ' 5.4) .

Explicit models. Specific NP models in general con-
tribute to more than one operator of the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (4). The agreement with data for Qi

RL

operators suggests an obvious candidate – the two-Higgs

doublet model (2HDM), where charged Higgs (H+) ex-
changes generate both cRL and cLR. No tree level FC-
NCs arise in 2HDMs with natural flavor conservation
where the two Higgs doublets couple exclusively to uR

and/or dR. The four types of natural flavor conservation
2HDMs: Type I, Type II, “lepton specific” and “flipped”
[15] give cLR = (2mbv/m

2

H+){ctg2�, tg2�,�1,�1} and
ciRL = (2mi

uv/m
2

H+){ctg2�,�1,�1, ctg2�}, respectively.
Here tg� is the ratio of the two Higgs doublets’ vacuum
expectation values. Imposing the mH+ & 80 GeV bound
from direct searches at LEP [16] and O(1) . tg� .
O(100) so that the Yukawas are perturbative, we find
that none of the natural flavor conservation 2HDMs can
simultaneously account for the three LFU ratios.
In principle there is enough freedom in the Higgs

couplings to quarks to explain the observed LFU ra-
tios using 2HDMs with more general flavor structure.
A simple limit is that only one of the Higgs dou-
blets obtains a vacuum expectation value. The charged
Higgs is then part of the remaining Higgs doublet (H̄).
The interaction terms L � i

RLq̄3u
i
RH̄ + i

LRb̄RH̄
†qi +

⌧ ⌧̄Rl3H̄+h.c. generate ci⌧RL = �i⇤
RL(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2

and ci⌧LR = �i⇤
LR(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2 Wilson coe�cients
for the i@µ(ūiH̃

†⌧aq
3

)J µ
3,a and i@µ(q̄i⌧aHbR)J µ

3,a opera-
tors, generalizations of Eqs. (8) and (7), respectively. The
best fit regions have a fourfold amiguity with two solu-
tions for (u

LR�u
RL)

⌧ ' {1.5,�5}·10�3(mH+/v)2, and
two solutions for (c

RL
⌧ ,c

LR
⌧ ) ' {(�6, 8), (�12, 1)} ·

10�2(mH+/v)2. These values are large enough to pose

severe flavor building problems. The products 
c(u)
RL ⌧

are roughly three (four) orders of magnitude larger
than the corresponding Yukawas giving fermion masses,
(mc(u)/v)(m⌧/v). Furthermore, in order to satisfy FCNC
bounds from D0, Bs and Bd mixing, there needs to be at
least an order of magnitude cancellation between di↵er-
ent contributions even for ⌧ = 1 (for Bs,d a viable solu-
tion is also i

LR = 0). If such a charged Higgs is lighter
than the top quark, it could be observed in t ! bH+

decays. The null results of existing searches at ATLAS
and CMS imply |t

RL,LR| . O(0.2 � 0.4) for the H+

mass between 80 GeV and 160 GeV [17]. If the charged
Higgs is heavier than the top, the dominant signal could
come from gb ! H�t production with, e.g., the pp cross
section at the 8 TeV LHC of 1.4pb(|t

RL|2 + |t
LR|2) for

mH� = 200 GeV. Also for larger H+ masses ⌧+MET
and tb resonance searches [18] become e↵ective, since H�

then decays predominantly to t̄b and ⌧⌫ depending on the
relative sizes of t

LR,RL and ⌧ .
An alternative possibility is represented by lepto-

quarks. In particular, scalar leptoquarks forming the
(3,3,�1/3), (¯3,2,�7/6) and (3,1,�1/3) representa-
tions of the SM SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge
group as well as vector leptoquarks in the (3,3, 2/3),
(¯3,2, 5/6) and (3,1, 2/3) representations can contribute
to (semi)leptonic charged current meson decays at the
tree level. In general they will also induce dangerous
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R⇡
⌧/` are no longer related to those in R(⇤)

⌧/`. We thus

parametrize the contributions of Qi
 and Qi

R,RL op-
erators to b ! c semileptonic transitions respectively
by zc ,R,RL = c ,R,RL(⇤/v)2, and to b ! u semilep-
tonic transitions by zu ,R,RL = ✏ ,R,RLz

c
 ,R,RL. The ef-

fect of Qi
R is to rescale the SM expectations R⌧/` by

|1 � cR/2Vcb|2 and R⇡
⌧/` by |1 + ✏RcR/2Vub|2. For R⇤

⌧/`

we obtain

R⇤,R(MFV)

⌧/` /R⇤,SM
⌧/` = 1� 0.88Re(cR/Vcb) + 0.25|cR/Vcb|2.

(11)
On the other hand contributions of Qi

RL can be obtained
from the corresponding expressions for QLR in the pre-
vious section with obvious modifications for the di↵erent
flavor and chiral structure.

We fit the data to pairs of (ci, ✏i) using CKM in-
puts from the global fit [5]). The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. Considering the NP operator Qi

R, all
three LFU ratios can now be perfectly accommodated at
cR ' �0.0039 ± 0.053i and ✏R ' 0.20. Interestingly, a
good fit necessarily implies a presence of large CP vio-
lating contributions, suppressed by an e↵ective NP scale
v|Im(c

R

)|�1/4 ' 0.36 TeV. Similarly, NP contributions
from Qi

RL can now simultaneously explain both R⇡
⌧/`

and R(⇤)

⌧/` discrepancies. The best fit of �2 ' 0.6 is
obtained at cRL ' 11 and ✏RL ' 0.013. The required
size of NP contributions points to a low NP scale of
v|cRL|�1/4 ' 97 GeV. On the other hand, generic fla-
vor structures do not significantly improve the MFV fit
of the Qi

 operator, due to the tension between R⌧/`

and R⇤

⌧/` (present also for QLR, see Fig. 1). Nonethe-
less, both R⌧/` and R⇡

⌧/` can now be accommodated si-
multaneously provided the parameters are near m = 0,
c ' 0.04 and ✏ ' 0.04 (at which point �2 ' 5.4) .

Explicit models. Specific NP models in general con-
tribute to more than one operator of the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (4). The agreement with data for Qi

RL

operators suggests an obvious candidate – the two-Higgs

doublet model (2HDM), where charged Higgs (H+) ex-
changes generate both cRL and cLR. No tree level FC-
NCs arise in 2HDMs with natural flavor conservation
where the two Higgs doublets couple exclusively to uR

and/or dR. The four types of natural flavor conservation
2HDMs: Type I, Type II, “lepton specific” and “flipped”
[15] give cLR = (2mbv/m

2

H+){ctg2�, tg2�,�1,�1} and
ciRL = (2mi

uv/m
2

H+){ctg2�,�1,�1, ctg2�}, respectively.
Here tg� is the ratio of the two Higgs doublets’ vacuum
expectation values. Imposing the mH+ & 80 GeV bound
from direct searches at LEP [16] and O(1) . tg� .
O(100) so that the Yukawas are perturbative, we find
that none of the natural flavor conservation 2HDMs can
simultaneously account for the three LFU ratios.
In principle there is enough freedom in the Higgs

couplings to quarks to explain the observed LFU ra-
tios using 2HDMs with more general flavor structure.
A simple limit is that only one of the Higgs dou-
blets obtains a vacuum expectation value. The charged
Higgs is then part of the remaining Higgs doublet (H̄).
The interaction terms L � i

RLq̄3u
i
RH̄ + i

LRb̄RH̄
†qi +

⌧ ⌧̄Rl3H̄+h.c. generate ci⌧RL = �i⇤
RL(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2

and ci⌧LR = �i⇤
LR(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2 Wilson coe�cients
for the i@µ(ūiH̃

†⌧aq
3

)J µ
3,a and i@µ(q̄i⌧aHbR)J µ

3,a opera-
tors, generalizations of Eqs. (8) and (7), respectively. The
best fit regions have a fourfold amiguity with two solu-
tions for (u

LR�u
RL)

⌧ ' {1.5,�5}·10�3(mH+/v)2, and
two solutions for (c

RL
⌧ ,c

LR
⌧ ) ' {(�6, 8), (�12, 1)} ·

10�2(mH+/v)2. These values are large enough to pose

severe flavor building problems. The products 
c(u)
RL ⌧

are roughly three (four) orders of magnitude larger
than the corresponding Yukawas giving fermion masses,
(mc(u)/v)(m⌧/v). Furthermore, in order to satisfy FCNC
bounds from D0, Bs and Bd mixing, there needs to be at
least an order of magnitude cancellation between di↵er-
ent contributions even for ⌧ = 1 (for Bs,d a viable solu-
tion is also i

LR = 0). If such a charged Higgs is lighter
than the top quark, it could be observed in t ! bH+

decays. The null results of existing searches at ATLAS
and CMS imply |t

RL,LR| . O(0.2 � 0.4) for the H+

mass between 80 GeV and 160 GeV [17]. If the charged
Higgs is heavier than the top, the dominant signal could
come from gb ! H�t production with, e.g., the pp cross
section at the 8 TeV LHC of 1.4pb(|t

RL|2 + |t
LR|2) for

mH� = 200 GeV. Also for larger H+ masses ⌧+MET
and tb resonance searches [18] become e↵ective, since H�

then decays predominantly to t̄b and ⌧⌫ depending on the
relative sizes of t

LR,RL and ⌧ .
An alternative possibility is represented by lepto-

quarks. In particular, scalar leptoquarks forming the
(3,3,�1/3), (¯3,2,�7/6) and (3,1,�1/3) representa-
tions of the SM SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge
group as well as vector leptoquarks in the (3,3, 2/3),
(¯3,2, 5/6) and (3,1, 2/3) representations can contribute
to (semi)leptonic charged current meson decays at the
tree level. In general they will also induce dangerous
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R⇡
⌧/` are no longer related to those in R(⇤)

⌧/`. We thus

parametrize the contributions of Qi
 and Qi

R,RL op-
erators to b ! c semileptonic transitions respectively
by zc ,R,RL = c ,R,RL(⇤/v)2, and to b ! u semilep-
tonic transitions by zu ,R,RL = ✏ ,R,RLz

c
 ,R,RL. The ef-

fect of Qi
R is to rescale the SM expectations R⌧/` by

|1 � cR/2Vcb|2 and R⇡
⌧/` by |1 + ✏RcR/2Vub|2. For R⇤

⌧/`

we obtain

R⇤,R(MFV)

⌧/` /R⇤,SM
⌧/` = 1� 0.88Re(cR/Vcb) + 0.25|cR/Vcb|2.

(11)
On the other hand contributions of Qi

RL can be obtained
from the corresponding expressions for QLR in the pre-
vious section with obvious modifications for the di↵erent
flavor and chiral structure.

We fit the data to pairs of (ci, ✏i) using CKM in-
puts from the global fit [5]). The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. Considering the NP operator Qi

R, all
three LFU ratios can now be perfectly accommodated at
cR ' �0.0039 ± 0.053i and ✏R ' 0.20. Interestingly, a
good fit necessarily implies a presence of large CP vio-
lating contributions, suppressed by an e↵ective NP scale
v|Im(c

R

)|�1/4 ' 0.36 TeV. Similarly, NP contributions
from Qi

RL can now simultaneously explain both R⇡
⌧/`

and R(⇤)

⌧/` discrepancies. The best fit of �2 ' 0.6 is
obtained at cRL ' 11 and ✏RL ' 0.013. The required
size of NP contributions points to a low NP scale of
v|cRL|�1/4 ' 97 GeV. On the other hand, generic fla-
vor structures do not significantly improve the MFV fit
of the Qi

 operator, due to the tension between R⌧/`

and R⇤

⌧/` (present also for QLR, see Fig. 1). Nonethe-
less, both R⌧/` and R⇡

⌧/` can now be accommodated si-
multaneously provided the parameters are near m = 0,
c ' 0.04 and ✏ ' 0.04 (at which point �2 ' 5.4) .

Explicit models. Specific NP models in general con-
tribute to more than one operator of the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (4). The agreement with data for Qi

RL

operators suggests an obvious candidate – the two-Higgs

doublet model (2HDM), where charged Higgs (H+) ex-
changes generate both cRL and cLR. No tree level FC-
NCs arise in 2HDMs with natural flavor conservation
where the two Higgs doublets couple exclusively to uR

and/or dR. The four types of natural flavor conservation
2HDMs: Type I, Type II, “lepton specific” and “flipped”
[15] give cLR = (2mbv/m

2

H+){ctg2�, tg2�,�1,�1} and
ciRL = (2mi

uv/m
2

H+){ctg2�,�1,�1, ctg2�}, respectively.
Here tg� is the ratio of the two Higgs doublets’ vacuum
expectation values. Imposing the mH+ & 80 GeV bound
from direct searches at LEP [16] and O(1) . tg� .
O(100) so that the Yukawas are perturbative, we find
that none of the natural flavor conservation 2HDMs can
simultaneously account for the three LFU ratios.
In principle there is enough freedom in the Higgs

couplings to quarks to explain the observed LFU ra-
tios using 2HDMs with more general flavor structure.
A simple limit is that only one of the Higgs dou-
blets obtains a vacuum expectation value. The charged
Higgs is then part of the remaining Higgs doublet (H̄).
The interaction terms L � i

RLq̄3u
i
RH̄ + i

LRb̄RH̄
†qi +

⌧ ⌧̄Rl3H̄+h.c. generate ci⌧RL = �i⇤
RL(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2

and ci⌧LR = �i⇤
LR(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2 Wilson coe�cients
for the i@µ(ūiH̃

†⌧aq
3

)J µ
3,a and i@µ(q̄i⌧aHbR)J µ

3,a opera-
tors, generalizations of Eqs. (8) and (7), respectively. The
best fit regions have a fourfold amiguity with two solu-
tions for (u

LR�u
RL)

⌧ ' {1.5,�5}·10�3(mH+/v)2, and
two solutions for (c

RL
⌧ ,c

LR
⌧ ) ' {(�6, 8), (�12, 1)} ·

10�2(mH+/v)2. These values are large enough to pose

severe flavor building problems. The products 
c(u)
RL ⌧

are roughly three (four) orders of magnitude larger
than the corresponding Yukawas giving fermion masses,
(mc(u)/v)(m⌧/v). Furthermore, in order to satisfy FCNC
bounds from D0, Bs and Bd mixing, there needs to be at
least an order of magnitude cancellation between di↵er-
ent contributions even for ⌧ = 1 (for Bs,d a viable solu-
tion is also i

LR = 0). If such a charged Higgs is lighter
than the top quark, it could be observed in t ! bH+

decays. The null results of existing searches at ATLAS
and CMS imply |t

RL,LR| . O(0.2 � 0.4) for the H+

mass between 80 GeV and 160 GeV [17]. If the charged
Higgs is heavier than the top, the dominant signal could
come from gb ! H�t production with, e.g., the pp cross
section at the 8 TeV LHC of 1.4pb(|t

RL|2 + |t
LR|2) for

mH� = 200 GeV. Also for larger H+ masses ⌧+MET
and tb resonance searches [18] become e↵ective, since H�

then decays predominantly to t̄b and ⌧⌫ depending on the
relative sizes of t

LR,RL and ⌧ .
An alternative possibility is represented by lepto-

quarks. In particular, scalar leptoquarks forming the
(3,3,�1/3), (¯3,2,�7/6) and (3,1,�1/3) representa-
tions of the SM SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge
group as well as vector leptoquarks in the (3,3, 2/3),
(¯3,2, 5/6) and (3,1, 2/3) representations can contribute
to (semi)leptonic charged current meson decays at the
tree level. In general they will also induce dangerous
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tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.

QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)

X

j

J µ
j,a , (7)

Qi
RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
3

)
X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to

vs.



Example NP models: Leptoquarks

• Many possibilities:

• scalars in

• vectors in  

• Scalar EW triplet example

• matches onto QL - MFV, universality among

•                                        in tension with EWPTs

• direct LHC searches already probing interesting mass range
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Figure 2: Preferred parameter regions for e↵ective operators Qi
R

(left plot, as a funciton of complex cR Wilson coe�cient, and ✏R
fixed to the best fit value), and for Qi

RL (right plot, as a function

of real cRL Wilson coe�cient and the mixing ratio ✏RL). Contours

and shaded regions as in Fig. 1. The best fit points are marked

with an asterisk.

R⇡
⌧/` are no longer related to those in R(⇤)

⌧/`. We thus

parametrize the contributions of Qi
 and Qi

R,RL op-
erators to b ! c semileptonic transitions respectively
by zc ,R,RL = c ,R,RL(⇤/v)2, and to b ! u semilep-
tonic transitions by zu ,R,RL = ✏ ,R,RLz

c
 ,R,RL. The ef-

fect of Qi
R is to rescale the SM expectations R⌧/` by

|1 � cR/2Vcb|2 and R⇡
⌧/` by |1 + ✏RcR/2Vub|2. For R⇤

⌧/`

we obtain

R⇤,R(MFV)

⌧/` /R⇤,SM
⌧/` = 1� 0.88Re(cR/Vcb) + 0.25|cR/Vcb|2.

(11)
On the other hand contributions of Qi

RL can be obtained
from the corresponding expressions for QLR in the pre-
vious section with obvious modifications for the di↵erent
flavor and chiral structure.

We fit the data to pairs of (ci, ✏i) using CKM in-
puts from the global fit [5]). The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. Considering the NP operator Qi

R, all
three LFU ratios can now be perfectly accommodated at
cR ' �0.0039 ± 0.053i and ✏R ' 0.20. Interestingly, a
good fit necessarily implies a presence of large CP vio-
lating contributions, suppressed by an e↵ective NP scale
v|Im(c

R

)|�1/4 ' 0.36 TeV. Similarly, NP contributions
from Qi

RL can now simultaneously explain both R⇡
⌧/`

and R(⇤)

⌧/` discrepancies. The best fit of �2 ' 0.6 is
obtained at cRL ' 11 and ✏RL ' 0.013. The required
size of NP contributions points to a low NP scale of
v|cRL|�1/4 ' 97 GeV. On the other hand, generic fla-
vor structures do not significantly improve the MFV fit
of the Qi

 operator, due to the tension between R⌧/`

and R⇤

⌧/` (present also for QLR, see Fig. 1). Nonethe-
less, both R⌧/` and R⇡

⌧/` can now be accommodated si-
multaneously provided the parameters are near m = 0,
c ' 0.04 and ✏ ' 0.04 (at which point �2 ' 5.4) .

Explicit models. Specific NP models in general con-
tribute to more than one operator of the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (4). The agreement with data for Qi

RL

operators suggests an obvious candidate – the two-Higgs

doublet model (2HDM), where charged Higgs (H+) ex-
changes generate both cRL and cLR. No tree level FC-
NCs arise in 2HDMs with natural flavor conservation
where the two Higgs doublets couple exclusively to uR

and/or dR. The four types of natural flavor conservation
2HDMs: Type I, Type II, “lepton specific” and “flipped”
[15] give cLR = (2mbv/m

2

H+){ctg2�, tg2�,�1,�1} and
ciRL = (2mi

uv/m
2

H+){ctg2�,�1,�1, ctg2�}, respectively.
Here tg� is the ratio of the two Higgs doublets’ vacuum
expectation values. Imposing the mH+ & 80 GeV bound
from direct searches at LEP [16] and O(1) . tg� .
O(100) so that the Yukawas are perturbative, we find
that none of the natural flavor conservation 2HDMs can
simultaneously account for the three LFU ratios.
In principle there is enough freedom in the Higgs

couplings to quarks to explain the observed LFU ra-
tios using 2HDMs with more general flavor structure.
A simple limit is that only one of the Higgs dou-
blets obtains a vacuum expectation value. The charged
Higgs is then part of the remaining Higgs doublet (H̄).
The interaction terms L � i

RLq̄3u
i
RH̄ + i

LRb̄RH̄
†qi +

⌧ ⌧̄Rl3H̄+h.c. generate ci⌧RL = �i⇤
RL(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2

and ci⌧LR = �i⇤
LR(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2 Wilson coe�cients
for the i@µ(ūiH̃

†⌧aq
3

)J µ
3,a and i@µ(q̄i⌧aHbR)J µ

3,a opera-
tors, generalizations of Eqs. (8) and (7), respectively. The
best fit regions have a fourfold amiguity with two solu-
tions for (u

LR�u
RL)

⌧ ' {1.5,�5}·10�3(mH+/v)2, and
two solutions for (c

RL
⌧ ,c

LR
⌧ ) ' {(�6, 8), (�12, 1)} ·

10�2(mH+/v)2. These values are large enough to pose

severe flavor building problems. The products 
c(u)
RL ⌧

are roughly three (four) orders of magnitude larger
than the corresponding Yukawas giving fermion masses,
(mc(u)/v)(m⌧/v). Furthermore, in order to satisfy FCNC
bounds from D0, Bs and Bd mixing, there needs to be at
least an order of magnitude cancellation between di↵er-
ent contributions even for ⌧ = 1 (for Bs,d a viable solu-
tion is also i

LR = 0). If such a charged Higgs is lighter
than the top quark, it could be observed in t ! bH+

decays. The null results of existing searches at ATLAS
and CMS imply |t

RL,LR| . O(0.2 � 0.4) for the H+

mass between 80 GeV and 160 GeV [17]. If the charged
Higgs is heavier than the top, the dominant signal could
come from gb ! H�t production with, e.g., the pp cross
section at the 8 TeV LHC of 1.4pb(|t

RL|2 + |t
LR|2) for

mH� = 200 GeV. Also for larger H+ masses ⌧+MET
and tb resonance searches [18] become e↵ective, since H�

then decays predominantly to t̄b and ⌧⌫ depending on the
relative sizes of t

LR,RL and ⌧ .
An alternative possibility is represented by lepto-

quarks. In particular, scalar leptoquarks forming the
(3,3,�1/3), (¯3,2,�7/6) and (3,1,�1/3) representa-
tions of the SM SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge
group as well as vector leptoquarks in the (3,3, 2/3),
(¯3,2, 5/6) and (3,1, 2/3) representations can contribute
to (semi)leptonic charged current meson decays at the
tree level. In general they will also induce dangerous
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RL (right plot, as a function

of real cRL Wilson coe�cient and the mixing ratio ✏RL). Contours
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R⇡
⌧/` are no longer related to those in R(⇤)

⌧/`. We thus

parametrize the contributions of Qi
 and Qi

R,RL op-
erators to b ! c semileptonic transitions respectively
by zc ,R,RL = c ,R,RL(⇤/v)2, and to b ! u semilep-
tonic transitions by zu ,R,RL = ✏ ,R,RLz

c
 ,R,RL. The ef-

fect of Qi
R is to rescale the SM expectations R⌧/` by

|1 � cR/2Vcb|2 and R⇡
⌧/` by |1 + ✏RcR/2Vub|2. For R⇤

⌧/`

we obtain

R⇤,R(MFV)

⌧/` /R⇤,SM
⌧/` = 1� 0.88Re(cR/Vcb) + 0.25|cR/Vcb|2.

(11)
On the other hand contributions of Qi

RL can be obtained
from the corresponding expressions for QLR in the pre-
vious section with obvious modifications for the di↵erent
flavor and chiral structure.

We fit the data to pairs of (ci, ✏i) using CKM in-
puts from the global fit [5]). The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. Considering the NP operator Qi

R, all
three LFU ratios can now be perfectly accommodated at
cR ' �0.0039 ± 0.053i and ✏R ' 0.20. Interestingly, a
good fit necessarily implies a presence of large CP vio-
lating contributions, suppressed by an e↵ective NP scale
v|Im(c

R

)|�1/4 ' 0.36 TeV. Similarly, NP contributions
from Qi

RL can now simultaneously explain both R⇡
⌧/`

and R(⇤)

⌧/` discrepancies. The best fit of �2 ' 0.6 is
obtained at cRL ' 11 and ✏RL ' 0.013. The required
size of NP contributions points to a low NP scale of
v|cRL|�1/4 ' 97 GeV. On the other hand, generic fla-
vor structures do not significantly improve the MFV fit
of the Qi

 operator, due to the tension between R⌧/`

and R⇤

⌧/` (present also for QLR, see Fig. 1). Nonethe-
less, both R⌧/` and R⇡

⌧/` can now be accommodated si-
multaneously provided the parameters are near m = 0,
c ' 0.04 and ✏ ' 0.04 (at which point �2 ' 5.4) .

Explicit models. Specific NP models in general con-
tribute to more than one operator of the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (4). The agreement with data for Qi

RL

operators suggests an obvious candidate – the two-Higgs

doublet model (2HDM), where charged Higgs (H+) ex-
changes generate both cRL and cLR. No tree level FC-
NCs arise in 2HDMs with natural flavor conservation
where the two Higgs doublets couple exclusively to uR

and/or dR. The four types of natural flavor conservation
2HDMs: Type I, Type II, “lepton specific” and “flipped”
[15] give cLR = (2mbv/m

2

H+){ctg2�, tg2�,�1,�1} and
ciRL = (2mi

uv/m
2

H+){ctg2�,�1,�1, ctg2�}, respectively.
Here tg� is the ratio of the two Higgs doublets’ vacuum
expectation values. Imposing the mH+ & 80 GeV bound
from direct searches at LEP [16] and O(1) . tg� .
O(100) so that the Yukawas are perturbative, we find
that none of the natural flavor conservation 2HDMs can
simultaneously account for the three LFU ratios.
In principle there is enough freedom in the Higgs

couplings to quarks to explain the observed LFU ra-
tios using 2HDMs with more general flavor structure.
A simple limit is that only one of the Higgs dou-
blets obtains a vacuum expectation value. The charged
Higgs is then part of the remaining Higgs doublet (H̄).
The interaction terms L � i

RLq̄3u
i
RH̄ + i

LRb̄RH̄
†qi +

⌧ ⌧̄Rl3H̄+h.c. generate ci⌧RL = �i⇤
RL(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2

and ci⌧LR = �i⇤
LR(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2 Wilson coe�cients
for the i@µ(ūiH̃

†⌧aq
3

)J µ
3,a and i@µ(q̄i⌧aHbR)J µ

3,a opera-
tors, generalizations of Eqs. (8) and (7), respectively. The
best fit regions have a fourfold amiguity with two solu-
tions for (u

LR�u
RL)

⌧ ' {1.5,�5}·10�3(mH+/v)2, and
two solutions for (c

RL
⌧ ,c

LR
⌧ ) ' {(�6, 8), (�12, 1)} ·

10�2(mH+/v)2. These values are large enough to pose

severe flavor building problems. The products 
c(u)
RL ⌧

are roughly three (four) orders of magnitude larger
than the corresponding Yukawas giving fermion masses,
(mc(u)/v)(m⌧/v). Furthermore, in order to satisfy FCNC
bounds from D0, Bs and Bd mixing, there needs to be at
least an order of magnitude cancellation between di↵er-
ent contributions even for ⌧ = 1 (for Bs,d a viable solu-
tion is also i

LR = 0). If such a charged Higgs is lighter
than the top quark, it could be observed in t ! bH+

decays. The null results of existing searches at ATLAS
and CMS imply |t

RL,LR| . O(0.2 � 0.4) for the H+

mass between 80 GeV and 160 GeV [17]. If the charged
Higgs is heavier than the top, the dominant signal could
come from gb ! H�t production with, e.g., the pp cross
section at the 8 TeV LHC of 1.4pb(|t

RL|2 + |t
LR|2) for

mH� = 200 GeV. Also for larger H+ masses ⌧+MET
and tb resonance searches [18] become e↵ective, since H�

then decays predominantly to t̄b and ⌧⌫ depending on the
relative sizes of t

LR,RL and ⌧ .
An alternative possibility is represented by lepto-

quarks. In particular, scalar leptoquarks forming the
(3,3,�1/3), (¯3,2,�7/6) and (3,1,�1/3) representa-
tions of the SM SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge
group as well as vector leptoquarks in the (3,3, 2/3),
(¯3,2, 5/6) and (3,1, 2/3) representations can contribute
to (semi)leptonic charged current meson decays at the
tree level. In general they will also induce dangerous
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R⇡
⌧/` are no longer related to those in R(⇤)

⌧/`. We thus

parametrize the contributions of Qi
 and Qi

R,RL op-
erators to b ! c semileptonic transitions respectively
by zc ,R,RL = c ,R,RL(⇤/v)2, and to b ! u semilep-
tonic transitions by zu ,R,RL = ✏ ,R,RLz

c
 ,R,RL. The ef-

fect of Qi
R is to rescale the SM expectations R⌧/` by

|1 � cR/2Vcb|2 and R⇡
⌧/` by |1 + ✏RcR/2Vub|2. For R⇤

⌧/`

we obtain

R⇤,R(MFV)

⌧/` /R⇤,SM
⌧/` = 1� 0.88Re(cR/Vcb) + 0.25|cR/Vcb|2.

(11)
On the other hand contributions of Qi

RL can be obtained
from the corresponding expressions for QLR in the pre-
vious section with obvious modifications for the di↵erent
flavor and chiral structure.

We fit the data to pairs of (ci, ✏i) using CKM in-
puts from the global fit [5]). The results are pre-
sented in Fig. 2. Considering the NP operator Qi

R, all
three LFU ratios can now be perfectly accommodated at
cR ' �0.0039 ± 0.053i and ✏R ' 0.20. Interestingly, a
good fit necessarily implies a presence of large CP vio-
lating contributions, suppressed by an e↵ective NP scale
v|Im(c

R

)|�1/4 ' 0.36 TeV. Similarly, NP contributions
from Qi

RL can now simultaneously explain both R⇡
⌧/`

and R(⇤)

⌧/` discrepancies. The best fit of �2 ' 0.6 is
obtained at cRL ' 11 and ✏RL ' 0.013. The required
size of NP contributions points to a low NP scale of
v|cRL|�1/4 ' 97 GeV. On the other hand, generic fla-
vor structures do not significantly improve the MFV fit
of the Qi

 operator, due to the tension between R⌧/`

and R⇤

⌧/` (present also for QLR, see Fig. 1). Nonethe-
less, both R⌧/` and R⇡

⌧/` can now be accommodated si-
multaneously provided the parameters are near m = 0,
c ' 0.04 and ✏ ' 0.04 (at which point �2 ' 5.4) .

Explicit models. Specific NP models in general con-
tribute to more than one operator of the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (4). The agreement with data for Qi

RL

operators suggests an obvious candidate – the two-Higgs

doublet model (2HDM), where charged Higgs (H+) ex-
changes generate both cRL and cLR. No tree level FC-
NCs arise in 2HDMs with natural flavor conservation
where the two Higgs doublets couple exclusively to uR

and/or dR. The four types of natural flavor conservation
2HDMs: Type I, Type II, “lepton specific” and “flipped”
[15] give cLR = (2mbv/m

2

H+){ctg2�, tg2�,�1,�1} and
ciRL = (2mi

uv/m
2

H+){ctg2�,�1,�1, ctg2�}, respectively.
Here tg� is the ratio of the two Higgs doublets’ vacuum
expectation values. Imposing the mH+ & 80 GeV bound
from direct searches at LEP [16] and O(1) . tg� .
O(100) so that the Yukawas are perturbative, we find
that none of the natural flavor conservation 2HDMs can
simultaneously account for the three LFU ratios.
In principle there is enough freedom in the Higgs

couplings to quarks to explain the observed LFU ra-
tios using 2HDMs with more general flavor structure.
A simple limit is that only one of the Higgs dou-
blets obtains a vacuum expectation value. The charged
Higgs is then part of the remaining Higgs doublet (H̄).
The interaction terms L � i

RLq̄3u
i
RH̄ + i

LRb̄RH̄
†qi +

⌧ ⌧̄Rl3H̄+h.c. generate ci⌧RL = �i⇤
RL(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2

and ci⌧LR = �i⇤
LR(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2 Wilson coe�cients
for the i@µ(ūiH̃

†⌧aq
3

)J µ
3,a and i@µ(q̄i⌧aHbR)J µ

3,a opera-
tors, generalizations of Eqs. (8) and (7), respectively. The
best fit regions have a fourfold amiguity with two solu-
tions for (u

LR�u
RL)

⌧ ' {1.5,�5}·10�3(mH+/v)2, and
two solutions for (c

RL
⌧ ,c

LR
⌧ ) ' {(�6, 8), (�12, 1)} ·

10�2(mH+/v)2. These values are large enough to pose

severe flavor building problems. The products 
c(u)
RL ⌧

are roughly three (four) orders of magnitude larger
than the corresponding Yukawas giving fermion masses,
(mc(u)/v)(m⌧/v). Furthermore, in order to satisfy FCNC
bounds from D0, Bs and Bd mixing, there needs to be at
least an order of magnitude cancellation between di↵er-
ent contributions even for ⌧ = 1 (for Bs,d a viable solu-
tion is also i

LR = 0). If such a charged Higgs is lighter
than the top quark, it could be observed in t ! bH+

decays. The null results of existing searches at ATLAS
and CMS imply |t

RL,LR| . O(0.2 � 0.4) for the H+

mass between 80 GeV and 160 GeV [17]. If the charged
Higgs is heavier than the top, the dominant signal could
come from gb ! H�t production with, e.g., the pp cross
section at the 8 TeV LHC of 1.4pb(|t

RL|2 + |t
LR|2) for

mH� = 200 GeV. Also for larger H+ masses ⌧+MET
and tb resonance searches [18] become e↵ective, since H�

then decays predominantly to t̄b and ⌧⌫ depending on the
relative sizes of t

LR,RL and ⌧ .
An alternative possibility is represented by lepto-

quarks. In particular, scalar leptoquarks forming the
(3,3,�1/3), (¯3,2,�7/6) and (3,1,�1/3) representa-
tions of the SM SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge
group as well as vector leptoquarks in the (3,3, 2/3),
(¯3,2, 5/6) and (3,1, 2/3) representations can contribute
to (semi)leptonic charged current meson decays at the
tree level. In general they will also induce dangerous

4

FCNC operators and are thus potentially severely con-
strained [19]. As an example we consider the scalar elec-
troweak triplet leptoquark S

3

= (3,3,�1/3) with renor-
malizable interactions to 3rd generation SM fermions
(aligned with the mass basis of down-like quarks and
charged leptons)

Lint

S3
= YS3q

c
3

i�
2

⌧aSa⇤
3

l
3

+ h.c. . (12)

Integrating out S
3

at the tree level induces a contribution
to QL with cL = (|YS3 |2/4)(v/mS3)

2. LFU violations
in B ! D(⇤) transitions (but not R⇡

⌧/`) can then be

accommodated provided |YS3 |/mS3 ' 1/150 GeV. The
most severe constraints on these parameters come from
electroweak precision tests [20] requiring |YS3 |/mS3 .
1/450 GeV, in tension with the value preferred by B
decays. Additional contributions to electroweak preci-
sion observables from the UV completion of the e↵ective
model in Eq. (12) could soften this tension. Most con-
straining direct bound on the mass of S

3

is from the CMS
search for 3rd generation scalar leptoquarks decaying to
b⌫ [21]. Taking into account the S

3

! b⌫ branching ra-
tio we obtain a bound mS3 & 280 GeV. Future dedicated
searches using also the t⌧ decay channel [22] or associ-
ated S

3

production with the monotop signature [12] could
further constrain this model.

Modifications of semileptonic transitions involving the
third generation quarks and leptons are also expected in
models of strong electroweak symmetry breaking or com-
posite Higgs models where the heavier SM fermions are
expected to be partially or mostly composite [23]. The
exchange of strong sector vector resonances will induce
contributions to QL,R which can be parametrized as

zL
⇤2

⇠ g2⇢
m2

⇢

[fq
3

]2[f l
3

]2 ,
z
u(c)
R

⇤4

⇠ g2⇢
m2

⇢

yQd
3

yQu
1(2)

m2

Q

[f l
3

]2 , (13)

where g⇢ .
p
4⇡ and m⇢ ⇠ O(TeV) are the strong sector

vector resonance coupling and mass, whilemQ . O(TeV)
is the mass of the strong sector fermion resonances (Q)
transforming as (3,2, 1/6) under the SM gauge group.
Furthermore, fq,l

i 2 [0, 1] are compositeness fractions
of i-th generation left handed quarks and leptons re-
spectively, parametrizing the mixing of chiral fermions
with strong sector fermion resonances (again assuming
down type mass alignment), while yQd,Qu

i are the cou-
plings of right-handed chiral up- and down-type quarks
to the composite Higgs and Q fermion resonance fields
in L � yQd

i Q̄HdiR + yQu
i Q̄H̃ui

R + h.c.. For concrete-
ness we fix f l

3

= fq
3

= 1 (third generation composite-

ness), g⇢ =
p
4⇡ and fit m⇢, ✏32 ⌘ yQd

3

yQu
2

v2/m2

Q and

✏
31

⌘ yQd
3

yQu
1

v2/m2

Q to the three LFU ratios. A good
fit to all three observables is obtained for m⇢ ' 1 TeV
in two regions, around ✏

32

' 0 and ✏
31

' �0.01 but also
✏
32

' 0.01 and ✏
31

' 0.05. Note that non-zero ✏i are
required to fit R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` simultaneously. Similarly

to the H+ in 2HDMs, the strong sector charged vector
resonances are susceptible to ⌧+MET and tb resonance
searches [18] at the LHC. Another interesting channel is
the resonant or Higgs associated production of fermionic
Q resonances through dig or uig fusion.
Prospects. It is important that the indications of

LFU violation in B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decays are
verified using related B decays. Measuring the B̄ ! ⇡⌧ ⌫̄
branching ratio could confirm LFU violation in b ! u⌧ ⌫̄
transitions. In the SM one has

[B(B ! ⇡⌧⌫)/B(B ! ⇡`⌫)]SM = 0.68± 0.03 , (14)

using form factor estimates from the lattice [9], and where
the uncertainty is dominated by the shape of the scalar
B ! ⇡ form factor as extracted from the lattice sim-
ulation [24]. A measurement of this observable should
be possible at the (super)B-factories. It would also help
to disentangle the possible underlying NP, since di↵erent
e↵ective operators in Eqs. (5)–(8) give di↵erent contri-
butions compared to R⇡

⌧/`. A similarly useful observable
probing LFU in b ! c transitions would be the purely
leptonic decay of the Bc meson Bc ! ⌧⌫. The experi-
mental prospects for such a measurement are more un-
certain, however.
The NP interpretations of the LFU violation in B

decays have also interesting implications for the direct
searches at the LHC. The details of the LHC signa-
tures are model dependent. The relevant results of the
model specific searches for charged Higgs, leptoquarks
and strong sector resonant states that are already be-
ing performed by CMS and ATLAS have been briefly
reviewed above. In addition there are also some generic
signatures that are more tightly related to the fact that
LFU violation is seen in B decays. All the models either
predict contributions to h+⌧+MET (missing transverse
energy) channel where h is the physical neutral Higgs bo-
son (for the models that match onto Qi

R, QLR and Qi
RL

EFT operators), the monotop t+MET signature (for QL

and Qi
RL operators) or the (t+)⌧ +MET channels. The

latter are possible for all EFT operators, but the final
state with a top quark is directly related to the strength
of B decay LFU anomalies only for QL and QLR opera-
tors. For instance in the 2HDM the h⌧⌫ final state would
arise from resonant production pp ! H� ! hH�, how-
ever this is suppressed compared to gb ! H�t by the
smallness of u

RL.
In conclusion, we have found that the 4.6� indication

for the violation of LFU in B decays can be explained
in presence of non-MFV right-right vector or right-left
scalar currents. We have also shown how these could arise
from 2HDMs, from leptoquark models or from models
with composite quarks and leptons (all with nontrivial
flavor structure).
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.

QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)

X

j

J µ
j,a , (7)

Qi
RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
3

)
X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to

4

FCNC operators and are thus potentially severely con-
strained [19]. As an example we consider the scalar elec-
troweak triplet leptoquark S

3

= (3,3,�1/3) with renor-
malizable interactions to 3rd generation SM fermions
(aligned with the mass basis of down-like quarks and
charged leptons)

Lint

S3
= YS3q

c
3

i�
2

⌧aSa⇤
3

l
3

+ h.c. . (12)

Integrating out S
3

at the tree level induces a contribution
to QL with cL = (|YS3 |2/4)(v/mS3)

2. LFU violations
in B ! D(⇤) transitions (but not R⇡

⌧/`) can then be

accommodated provided |YS3 |/mS3 ' 1/150 GeV. The
most severe constraints on these parameters come from
electroweak precision tests [20] requiring |YS3 |/mS3 .
1/450 GeV, in tension with the value preferred by B
decays. Additional contributions to electroweak preci-
sion observables from the UV completion of the e↵ective
model in Eq. (12) could soften this tension. Most con-
straining direct bound on the mass of S

3

is from the CMS
search for 3rd generation scalar leptoquarks decaying to
b⌫ [21]. Taking into account the S

3

! b⌫ branching ra-
tio we obtain a bound mS3 & 280 GeV. Future dedicated
searches using also the t⌧ decay channel [22] or associ-
ated S

3

production with the monotop signature [12] could
further constrain this model.

Modifications of semileptonic transitions involving the
third generation quarks and leptons are also expected in
models of strong electroweak symmetry breaking or com-
posite Higgs models where the heavier SM fermions are
expected to be partially or mostly composite [23]. The
exchange of strong sector vector resonances will induce
contributions to QL,R which can be parametrized as

zL
⇤2

⇠ g2⇢
m2

⇢

[fq
3

]2[f l
3

]2 ,
z
u(c)
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⇠ g2⇢
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yQd
3

yQu
1(2)

m2

Q

[f l
3

]2 , (13)

where g⇢ .
p
4⇡ and m⇢ ⇠ O(TeV) are the strong sector

vector resonance coupling and mass, whilemQ . O(TeV)
is the mass of the strong sector fermion resonances (Q)
transforming as (3,2, 1/6) under the SM gauge group.
Furthermore, fq,l

i 2 [0, 1] are compositeness fractions
of i-th generation left handed quarks and leptons re-
spectively, parametrizing the mixing of chiral fermions
with strong sector fermion resonances (again assuming
down type mass alignment), while yQd,Qu

i are the cou-
plings of right-handed chiral up- and down-type quarks
to the composite Higgs and Q fermion resonance fields
in L � yQd

i Q̄HdiR + yQu
i Q̄H̃ui

R + h.c.. For concrete-
ness we fix f l

3

= fq
3

= 1 (third generation composite-

ness), g⇢ =
p
4⇡ and fit m⇢, ✏32 ⌘ yQd

3

yQu
2

v2/m2

Q and

✏
31

⌘ yQd
3

yQu
1

v2/m2

Q to the three LFU ratios. A good
fit to all three observables is obtained for m⇢ ' 1 TeV
in two regions, around ✏

32

' 0 and ✏
31

' �0.01 but also
✏
32

' 0.01 and ✏
31

' 0.05. Note that non-zero ✏i are
required to fit R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` simultaneously. Similarly

to the H+ in 2HDMs, the strong sector charged vector
resonances are susceptible to ⌧+MET and tb resonance
searches [18] at the LHC. Another interesting channel is
the resonant or Higgs associated production of fermionic
Q resonances through dig or uig fusion.
Prospects. It is important that the indications of

LFU violation in B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decays are
verified using related B decays. Measuring the B̄ ! ⇡⌧ ⌫̄
branching ratio could confirm LFU violation in b ! u⌧ ⌫̄
transitions. In the SM one has

[B(B ! ⇡⌧⌫)/B(B ! ⇡`⌫)]SM = 0.68± 0.03 , (14)

using form factor estimates from the lattice [9], and where
the uncertainty is dominated by the shape of the scalar
B ! ⇡ form factor as extracted from the lattice sim-
ulation [24]. A measurement of this observable should
be possible at the (super)B-factories. It would also help
to disentangle the possible underlying NP, since di↵erent
e↵ective operators in Eqs. (5)–(8) give di↵erent contri-
butions compared to R⇡

⌧/`. A similarly useful observable
probing LFU in b ! c transitions would be the purely
leptonic decay of the Bc meson Bc ! ⌧⌫. The experi-
mental prospects for such a measurement are more un-
certain, however.
The NP interpretations of the LFU violation in B

decays have also interesting implications for the direct
searches at the LHC. The details of the LHC signa-
tures are model dependent. The relevant results of the
model specific searches for charged Higgs, leptoquarks
and strong sector resonant states that are already be-
ing performed by CMS and ATLAS have been briefly
reviewed above. In addition there are also some generic
signatures that are more tightly related to the fact that
LFU violation is seen in B decays. All the models either
predict contributions to h+⌧+MET (missing transverse
energy) channel where h is the physical neutral Higgs bo-
son (for the models that match onto Qi

R, QLR and Qi
RL

EFT operators), the monotop t+MET signature (for QL

and Qi
RL operators) or the (t+)⌧ +MET channels. The

latter are possible for all EFT operators, but the final
state with a top quark is directly related to the strength
of B decay LFU anomalies only for QL and QLR opera-
tors. For instance in the 2HDM the h⌧⌫ final state would
arise from resonant production pp ! H� ! hH�, how-
ever this is suppressed compared to gb ! H�t by the
smallness of u

RL.
In conclusion, we have found that the 4.6� indication

for the violation of LFU in B decays can be explained
in presence of non-MFV right-right vector or right-left
scalar currents. We have also shown how these could arise
from 2HDMs, from leptoquark models or from models
with composite quarks and leptons (all with nontrivial
flavor structure).
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Example NP models: Partial compositeness

• Common feature of strong EWSB & composite Higgs models

• Assume SM fermions obtain masses through kinetic mixing with massive Dirac 
fermion resonances (Q,L,U,D,E) of the composite sector

• Composite EW vector resonance exchange induces

• assume 3rd gen. q, l compositeness

• observed LFU violations can be accommodated for 
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FCNC operators and are thus potentially severely con-
strained [19]. As an example we consider the scalar elec-
troweak triplet leptoquark S

3

= (3,3,�1/3) with renor-
malizable interactions to 3rd generation SM fermions
(aligned with the mass basis of down-like quarks and
charged leptons)

Lint

S3
= YS3q
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3
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3

+ h.c. . (12)

Integrating out S
3

at the tree level induces a contribution
to QL with cL = (|YS3 |2/4)(v/mS3)

2. LFU violations
in B ! D(⇤) transitions (but not R⇡

⌧/`) can then be

accommodated provided |YS3 |/mS3 ' 1/150 GeV. The
most severe constraints on these parameters come from
electroweak precision tests [20] requiring |YS3 |/mS3 .
1/450 GeV, in tension with the value preferred by B
decays. Additional contributions to electroweak preci-
sion observables from the UV completion of the e↵ective
model in Eq. (12) could soften this tension. Most con-
straining direct bound on the mass of S

3

is from the CMS
search for 3rd generation scalar leptoquarks decaying to
b⌫ [21]. Taking into account the S

3

! b⌫ branching ra-
tio we obtain a bound mS3 & 280 GeV. Future dedicated
searches using also the t⌧ decay channel [22] or associ-
ated S

3

production with the monotop signature [12] could
further constrain this model.

Modifications of semileptonic transitions involving the
third generation quarks and leptons are also expected in
models of strong electroweak symmetry breaking or com-
posite Higgs models where the heavier SM fermions are
expected to be partially or mostly composite [23]. The
exchange of strong sector vector resonances will induce
contributions to QL,R which can be parametrized as
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where g⇢ .
p
4⇡ and m⇢ ⇠ O(TeV) are the strong sector

vector resonance coupling and mass, whilemQ . O(TeV)
is the mass of the strong sector fermion resonances (Q)
transforming as (3,2, 1/6) under the SM gauge group.
Furthermore, fq,l

i 2 [0, 1] are compositeness fractions
of i-th generation left handed quarks and leptons re-
spectively, parametrizing the mixing of chiral fermions
with strong sector fermion resonances (again assuming
down type mass alignment), while yQd,Qu

i are the cou-
plings of right-handed chiral up- and down-type quarks
to the composite Higgs and Q fermion resonance fields
in L � yQd

i Q̄HdiR + yQu
i Q̄H̃ui

R + h.c.. For concrete-
ness we fix f l

3

= fq
3

= 1 (third generation composite-

ness), g⇢ =
p
4⇡ and fit m⇢, ✏32 ⌘ yQd
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Q and
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Q to the three LFU ratios. A good
fit to all three observables is obtained for m⇢ ' 1 TeV
in two regions, around ✏
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' 0 and ✏
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' �0.01 but also
✏
32

' 0.01 and ✏
31

' 0.05. Note that non-zero ✏i are
required to fit R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` simultaneously. Similarly

to the H+ in 2HDMs, the strong sector charged vector
resonances are susceptible to ⌧+MET and tb resonance
searches [18] at the LHC. Another interesting channel is
the resonant or Higgs associated production of fermionic
Q resonances through dig or uig fusion.
Prospects. It is important that the indications of

LFU violation in B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decays are
verified using related B decays. Measuring the B̄ ! ⇡⌧ ⌫̄
branching ratio could confirm LFU violation in b ! u⌧ ⌫̄
transitions. In the SM one has

[B(B ! ⇡⌧⌫)/B(B ! ⇡`⌫)]SM = 0.68± 0.03 , (14)

using form factor estimates from the lattice [9], and where
the uncertainty is dominated by the shape of the scalar
B ! ⇡ form factor as extracted from the lattice sim-
ulation [24]. A measurement of this observable should
be possible at the (super)B-factories. It would also help
to disentangle the possible underlying NP, since di↵erent
e↵ective operators in Eqs. (5)–(8) give di↵erent contri-
butions compared to R⇡

⌧/`. A similarly useful observable
probing LFU in b ! c transitions would be the purely
leptonic decay of the Bc meson Bc ! ⌧⌫. The experi-
mental prospects for such a measurement are more un-
certain, however.
The NP interpretations of the LFU violation in B

decays have also interesting implications for the direct
searches at the LHC. The details of the LHC signa-
tures are model dependent. The relevant results of the
model specific searches for charged Higgs, leptoquarks
and strong sector resonant states that are already be-
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state with a top quark is directly related to the strength
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tors. For instance in the 2HDM the h⌧⌫ final state would
arise from resonant production pp ! H� ! hH�, how-
ever this is suppressed compared to gb ! H�t by the
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In conclusion, we have found that the 4.6� indication

for the violation of LFU in B decays can be explained
in presence of non-MFV right-right vector or right-left
scalar currents. We have also shown how these could arise
from 2HDMs, from leptoquark models or from models
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production with the monotop signature [12] could
further constrain this model.
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posite Higgs models where the heavier SM fermions are
expected to be partially or mostly composite [23]. The
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state with a top quark is directly related to the strength
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tors. For instance in the 2HDM the h⌧⌫ final state would
arise from resonant production pp ! H� ! hH�, how-
ever this is suppressed compared to gb ! H�t by the
smallness of u

RL.
In conclusion, we have found that the 4.6� indication

for the violation of LFU in B decays can be explained
in presence of non-MFV right-right vector or right-left
scalar currents. We have also shown how these could arise
from 2HDMs, from leptoquark models or from models
with composite quarks and leptons (all with nontrivial
flavor structure).
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Figure 4: Regions allowed by potential future 10% relative precision measurement of R⇤
L (shaded in gray and bounded by dot-

dashed lines), 10% precision determination of A� (shaded in green and bounded by dashed lines), and 5% precision measurement
of A✓ (shaded in red and bounded by dotted lines) in the complex plane of NP parameter gSL appearing in the e↵ective b ! c
charged current in Eq. (2) (gSR is set to zero identically). All observables are assumed to be SM like. The present B ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄⌧
decay rates’ best fit NP benchmark point is marked with the symbol ⇤.

B. Using ⌧ helicity

It has been pointed out recently [7], that the spin of the tau lepton originating from semileptonic B decays can
be inferred using the distinctive tau decay patterns. Therefore it is beneficial to consider the B ! D⇤⌧ ⌫̄⌧ decays
with taus in a given helicity state (�⌧ = ±1/2). In particular, assuming the standard V �A structure of the leptonic
charged current entering the relevant e↵ective weak Hamiltonian (1), the �⌧ = 1/2 helicity final states are suppressed
by the tau lepton mass. Using the derivation of the polarized di↵erential decay rates in Appendix A we obtain
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Again we can define a useful tau spin asymmetry

A�(q
2) =

d�⌧/dq
2(�⌧ = �1/2)� d�⌧/dq

2(�⌧ = 1/2)

d�⌧/dq2
, (19)

which has the explicit form

A�(q
2) = 1� 6|H0t|2m2

⌧

(2q2 +m2
⌧ )(|H��|2 + |H00|2 + |H++|2) + 3|H0t|2m2
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The presently allowed ranges for this asymmetry are shown in the right plot in Fig 3. We observe that also in this
observable significant deviations from SM predictions can be expected. Even in the inclusive asymmetry, integrated
over q2, where the SM predicts A�,SM = 0.829(15), our NP benchmark point yields A�,NP = 0.36, while even slightly
negative values are still possible.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Within the e↵ective field theory approach we have studied the most general lowest dimensional contributions to
helicity suppressed (semi)leptonic b ! c transitions and found that a precise study of the exclusive decay mode

• longitudinal D* fraction: RL

• τ polarization (π distribution) & 
related asymmetries: Aλ

• D(*)-τ angular asymmetries: Aθ
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⌧/`) can then be

accommodated provided |YS3 |/mS3 ' 1/150 GeV. The
most severe constraints on these parameters come from
electroweak precision tests [20] requiring |YS3 |/mS3 .
1/450 GeV, in tension with the value preferred by B
decays. Additional contributions to electroweak preci-
sion observables from the UV completion of the e↵ective
model in Eq. (12) could soften this tension. Most con-
straining direct bound on the mass of S

3

is from the CMS
search for 3rd generation scalar leptoquarks decaying to
b⌫ [21]. Taking into account the S

3

! b⌫ branching ra-
tio we obtain a bound mS3 & 280 GeV. Future dedicated
searches using also the t⌧ decay channel [22] or associ-
ated S

3

production with the monotop signature [12] could
further constrain this model.

Modifications of semileptonic transitions involving the
third generation quarks and leptons are also expected in
models of strong electroweak symmetry breaking or com-
posite Higgs models where the heavier SM fermions are
expected to be partially or mostly composite [23]. The
exchange of strong sector vector resonances will induce
contributions to QL,R which can be parametrized as

zL
⇤2

⇠ g2⇢
m2

⇢

[fq
3

]2[f l
3

]2 ,
z
u(c)
R

⇤4

⇠ g2⇢
m2

⇢

yQd
3

yQu
1(2)

m2

Q

[f l
3

]2 , (13)

where g⇢ .
p
4⇡ and m⇢ ⇠ O(TeV) are the strong sector

vector resonance coupling and mass, whilemQ . O(TeV)
is the mass of the strong sector fermion resonances (Q)
transforming as (3,2, 1/6) under the SM gauge group.
Furthermore, fq,l

i 2 [0, 1] are compositeness fractions
of i-th generation left handed quarks and leptons re-
spectively, parametrizing the mixing of chiral fermions
with strong sector fermion resonances (again assuming
down type mass alignment), while yQd,Qu

i are the cou-
plings of right-handed chiral up- and down-type quarks
to the composite Higgs and Q fermion resonance fields
in L � yQd

i Q̄HdiR + yQu
i Q̄H̃ui

R + h.c.. For concrete-
ness we fix f l

3

= fq
3

= 1 (third generation composite-

ness), g⇢ =
p
4⇡ and fit m⇢, ✏32 ⌘ yQd

3

yQu
2

v2/m2

Q and

✏
31

⌘ yQd
3

yQu
1

v2/m2

Q to the three LFU ratios. A good
fit to all three observables is obtained for m⇢ ' 1 TeV
in two regions, around ✏

32

' 0 and ✏
31

' �0.01 but also
✏
32

' 0.01 and ✏
31

' 0.05. Note that non-zero ✏i are
required to fit R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` simultaneously. Similarly

to the H+ in 2HDMs, the strong sector charged vector
resonances are susceptible to ⌧+MET and tb resonance
searches [18] at the LHC. Another interesting channel is
the resonant or Higgs associated production of fermionic
Q resonances through dig or uig fusion.
Prospects. It is important that the indications of

LFU violation in B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decays are
verified using related B decays. Measuring the B̄ ! ⇡⌧ ⌫̄
branching ratio could confirm LFU violation in b ! u⌧ ⌫̄
transitions. In the SM one has

[B(B ! ⇡⌧⌫)/B(B ! ⇡`⌫)]SM = 0.68± 0.03 , (14)

using form factor estimates from the lattice [9], and where
the uncertainty is dominated by the shape of the scalar
B ! ⇡ form factor as extracted from the lattice sim-
ulation [24]. A measurement of this observable should
be possible at the (super)B-factories. It would also help
to disentangle the possible underlying NP, since di↵erent
e↵ective operators in Eqs. (5)–(8) give di↵erent contri-
butions compared to R⇡

⌧/`. A similarly useful observable
probing LFU in b ! c transitions would be the purely
leptonic decay of the Bc meson Bc ! ⌧⌫. The experi-
mental prospects for such a measurement are more un-
certain, however.
The NP interpretations of the LFU violation in B

decays have also interesting implications for the direct
searches at the LHC. The details of the LHC signa-
tures are model dependent. The relevant results of the
model specific searches for charged Higgs, leptoquarks
and strong sector resonant states that are already be-
ing performed by CMS and ATLAS have been briefly
reviewed above. In addition there are also some generic
signatures that are more tightly related to the fact that
LFU violation is seen in B decays. All the models either
predict contributions to h+⌧+MET (missing transverse
energy) channel where h is the physical neutral Higgs bo-
son (for the models that match onto Qi

R, QLR and Qi
RL

EFT operators), the monotop t+MET signature (for QL

and Qi
RL operators) or the (t+)⌧ +MET channels. The

latter are possible for all EFT operators, but the final
state with a top quark is directly related to the strength
of B decay LFU anomalies only for QL and QLR opera-
tors. For instance in the 2HDM the h⌧⌫ final state would
arise from resonant production pp ! H� ! hH�, how-
ever this is suppressed compared to gb ! H�t by the
smallness of u

RL.
In conclusion, we have found that the 4.6� indication

for the violation of LFU in B decays can be explained
in presence of non-MFV right-right vector or right-left
scalar currents. We have also shown how these could arise
from 2HDMs, from leptoquark models or from models
with composite quarks and leptons (all with nontrivial
flavor structure).

We thank D. Bečirević, A. Falkowski, and R. Harnik
for useful discussions. This work was supported in part
by the Slovenian Research Agency.
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if new d.o.f.’s light, modify top decays (for QL,RL)

mH+ (GeV) 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

95% CL observed
(expected) limit on 3.3% 3.6% 3.2% 3.4% 3.6% 4.4% 7.3% 18.3%
B(t ! bH+) using (3.1%) (3.3%) (3.0%) (3.1%) (3.3%) (4.0%) (6.7%) (16.8%)
the ratio Re+µ

Table 5. Observed (expected) 95% CL upper limits on B(t ! bH+) derived from the event yield
ratio Re+µ, as a function of the charged Higgs boson mass, obtained for an integrated luminosity
of 4.6 fb!1 and with the assumption that B(H+ ! !") = 1.
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Figure 6. Upper limits on B(t ! bH+) derived from the transverse mass distribution of !had+jets
events in ref. [8] and the event yield ratio Re+µ, as a function of the charged Higgs boson mass,
obtained for an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb!1 and with the assumption B(H+ ! !") = 1. The
solid line in the figure is used to denote the observed 95% CL upper limits, while the dashed line
represents the expected exclusion limits. The green and yellow regions show the 1# and 2# error
bands.

mH+ (GeV) 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

95% CL observed
(expected) limit on 3.4% 2.9% 1.7% 1.1% 0.9% 0.8% 1.0% 1.1%
B(t ! bH+) using (3.1%) (2.8%) (1.9%) (1.4%) (1.2%) (1.1%) (1.2%) (1.2%)
Re+µ and !had+jets

95% CL observed
(expected) limit 4.8% 3.4% 2.1% 1.3% 1.1% 1.0% 1.1% 1.0%
in ref. [8] (4.2%) (3.5%) (2.5%) (1.9%) (1.5%) (1.3%) (1.2%) (1.3%)

Table 6. Observed (expected) 95% CL upper limits on B(t ! bH+) derived using !had+jets
events in ref. [8] and the ratio Re+µ, as a function of the charged Higgs boson mass, obtained for
an integrated luminosity of 4.6 fb!1 and assuming that B(H+ ! !") = 1. The exclusion limits
published in ref. [8] are also shown for comparison purposes.
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Kinematically limited (mH+ < 160GeV)

1212.3572

This paper uses an alternative technique [10] for H+ searches in the mass range 90–

160 GeV. Instead of using the shape of discriminating variables in order to search for a

local excess of events above the predicted SM background, this analysis is based on the

measurement of a ratio of event yields between two tt̄ final states, which in turn allows for

the cancellation of most of the systematic uncertainties. In top quark decays, W bosons

decay equally to leptons of the three generations, while H+ may decay predominantly

into !". Hence, an excess of tt̄ events with at least one hadronically decaying ! lepton

(!had) in the final state, as compared to the rate for tt̄ events with only electrons and/or

muons, is a signature for charged Higgs bosons. A measurement of event yield ratios Rl for

tt̄ ! bb̄+ l!had+N" and tt̄ ! bb̄+ ll!+N", where N" stands for any number of neutrinos

and where l and l! are electrons and muons, with l "= l!, is performed:

Rl =
B(tt̄ ! bb̄+ l!had +N")

B(tt̄ ! bb̄+ ll! +N")
. (1.1)

This study is performed in a model-independent way, and so exclusion limits are given

in terms of B(t ! bH+), as well as in the mmax
h scenario [11] of the MSSM. The results

are based on 4.6 fb"1 of data from pp collisions at
#
s = 7 TeV, collected in 2011 with the

ATLAS experiment [12] at the LHC. These data, as well as the simulated samples used

in the analysis, are the same as in ref. [8] and are described briefly in section 2. Then,

in section 3, an event selection aimed at collecting a data sample enriched in tt̄ events

is presented, together with the data-driven methods to estimate the backgrounds due to

misidentified electrons, muons and hadronically decaying ! leptons. Exclusion limits in

terms of B(t ! bH+) and tan # are discussed in section 4, based on the measured ratios

among event yields in !had+lepton and dilepton final states. Finally, a summary is given

in section 5.

2 ATLAS data and simulated events

The ATLAS detector [12] consists of an inner tracking detector with coverage in pseudora-

pidity3 up to |$| = 2.5, surrounded by a thin 2 T superconducting solenoid, a calorimeter

system extending up to |$| = 4.9 for the detection of electrons, photons and hadronic jets,

and a large muon spectrometer extending up to |$| = 2.7 that measures the deflection of

muon tracks in the field of three superconducting toroid magnets. A three-level trigger

system is used, which reduces the recorded event rate to about 300 Hz.

In ATLAS, electrons are reconstructed by matching clustered energy deposits in the

electromagnetic calorimeter to tracks reconstructed in the inner detector, and muons are

required to contain matching inner detector and muon spectrometer tracks. The combina-

tion of all sub-systems provides precise lepton measurements in the pseudorapidity range

3 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in

the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre

of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r,!) are used in the transverse

plane, ! being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the

polar angle " as # = ! ln tan("/2).
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Figure 1. Example of a leading-order Feynman diagram for the production of tt̄ events arising from
gluon fusion, where a top quark decays to a charged Higgs boson, followed by the decay H+ ! !".

2 Data and simulated events

The ATLAS detector [17] consists of an inner tracking detector with a coverage in pseudo-

rapidity2 up to |#| = 2.5, surrounded by a thin 2 T superconducting solenoid, a calorimeter

system extending upto |#| = 4.9 for the detection of electrons, photons and hadronic jets,

and a large muon spectrometer extending up to |#| = 2.7 that measures the deflection of

muon tracks in the field of three superconducting toroid magnets. A three-level trigger sys-

tem is used. The first level trigger is implemented in hardware, using a subset of detector

information to reduce the event rate to a design value of at most 75 kHz. This is followed

by two software-based trigger levels, which together reduce the event rate to about 300 Hz.

Only data taken with all ATLAS sub-systems operational are used. It results in an in-

tegrated luminosity of 4.6 fb!1 for the 2011 data-taking period. The integrated luminosity

has an uncertainty of 3.9%, measured as described in Refs. [18, 19] and based on the whole

2011 dataset. Following basic data quality checks, further event cleaning is performed by

demanding that no jet is consistent with having originated from instrumental e!ects, such

as large noise signals in one or several channels of the hadronic end-cap calorimeter, co-

herent noise in the electromagnetic calorimeter, or non-collision backgrounds. In addition,

events are discarded if the reconstructed vertex with the largest sum of squared track mo-

menta has fewer than five associated tracks with transverse momenta pT > 400 MeV.

The background processes that enter this search include the SM pair production of top

quarks tt̄ ! bb̄W+W!, as well as the production of single top quark, W+jets, Z/$"+jets,

diboson and multi-jet events. Data-driven methods are used in order to estimate the multi-

jet background, as well as the backgrounds with intrinsic missing transverse momentum

where electrons or jets are misidentified as hadronically decaying ! leptons. The modelling

2 ATLAS uses a right-handed coordinate system with its origin at the nominal interaction point (IP) in

the centre of the detector and the z-axis along the beam pipe. The x-axis points from the IP to the centre

of the LHC ring, and the y-axis points upwards. Cylindrical coordinates (r,!) are used in the transverse

plane, ! being the azimuthal angle around the beam pipe. The pseudorapidity is defined in terms of the

polar angle " as # = ! ln tan("/2).
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At higher masses look for σ(pp→t τ + MET)
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Figure 2: Preferred parameter regions for e↵ective operators Qi
R

(left plot, as a funciton of complex cR Wilson coe�cient, and ✏R
fixed to the best fit value), and for Qi

RL (right plot, as a function

of real cRL Wilson coe�cient and the mixing ratio ✏RL). Contours

and shaded regions as in Fig. 1. The best fit points are marked

with an asterisk.

SM expectations R⌧/` by |1 � cR/2Vcb|2 and R⇡
⌧/` by

|1 + ✏RcR/2Vub|2. For R⇤
⌧/` we obtain R⇤,R

⌧/`/R⇤,SM
⌧/` =

1� 0.88Re(cR/Vcb) + 0.25|cR/Vcb|2. On the other hand
contributions of Qi

RL can be obtained from the corre-
sponding expressions for QLR in the previous section
with obvious modifications for the di↵erent flavor and
chiral structure.

We fit the data to pairs of (ci, ✏i) using CKM in-
puts from the global fit [5]. The results are presented
in Fig. 2. Considering the NP operator Qi

R, all three
LFU ratios can now be perfectly accommodated at cR '
�0.0039± 0.053i and ✏R ' 0.15 (analogously for Qi

 V at
m = 0, |c V | ' 0.050 and ✏ V ' 0.15). Interestingly,
a good fit necessarily implies the presence of large CP
violating contributions, suppressed by an e↵ective NP
scale v|Im(c

R

)|�1/4 ' 0.36 TeV. Similarly, NP contri-
butions from Qi

RL can now simultaneously explain both

R⇡
⌧/` and R(⇤)

⌧/` discrepancies. The best fit of �2 ' 0.54
is obtained at cRL ' 11 and ✏RL ' 0.0084. The re-
quired size of NP contributions points to a low NP scale
of v|cRL|�1/4 ' 97 GeV. On the other hand, generic fla-
vor structures do not significantly improve the MFV fit
of the Qi

 S operator, due to the tension between R⌧/`

and R⇤
⌧/` (present also for QLR, see Fig. 1). Nonethe-

less, both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` can now be accommodated si-

multaneously provided the parameters are near m = 0,
c S ' 0.04 and ✏ S ' 0.03 (at which point �2 ' 5.4) .

Explicit models. Specific NP models in gen-
eral contribute to more than one operator of the ef-
fective Lagrangian in Eq. (4). The agreement with
data for Qi

RL operators suggests an obvious candi-
date – the two-Higgs doublet model (2HDM), where
charged Higgs (H+) exchanges generate both cRL and
cLR. No tree level FCNCs arise in 2HDMs with
natural flavor conservation where the two Higgs dou-
blets couple exclusively to uR and/or dR. The four
types of natural flavor conservation 2HDMs: Type
I, Type II, “lepton specific” and “flipped” [17] give

cLR = (2mbv/m
2

H+){ctg2�, tg2�,�1,�1} and ciRL =
(2mi

uv/m
2

H+){ctg2�,�1,�1, ctg2�}, respectively. Here
tg� is the ratio of the two Higgs doublets’ vacuum expec-
tation values. Imposing the mH+ & 80 GeV bound from
direct searches at LEP [18] (even stronger constraints can
been derived from one-loop charged Higgs contributions
to FCNC processes [19]) and O(1) . tg� . O(100) so
that the Yukawas are perturbative, we find that none of
the natural flavor conservation 2HDMs can simultane-
ously account for the three LFU ratios.
In principle there is enough freedom in the Higgs

couplings to quarks to explain the observed LFU ra-
tios using 2HDMs with more general flavor structure.
A simple limit is that only one of the Higgs dou-
blets obtains a vacuum expectation value. The charged
Higgs is then part of the remaining Higgs doublet (H̄).
The interaction terms L � i

RLq̄3u
i
RH̄ + i

LRb̄RH̄
†qi +

⌧ ⌧̄Rl3H̄+h.c. generate ci⌧RL = �i⇤
RL(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2

and ci⌧LR = �i⇤
LR(

⌧v/m⌧ )(v/mH+)2 Wilson coe�cients
for the i@µ(ūiH̃

†⌧aq
3

)J µ
3,a and i@µ(q̄i⌧aHbR)J µ

3,a opera-
tors, generalizations of Eqs. (8) and (7), respectively. The
best fit regions have a fourfold amiguity with two solu-
tions for (u

LR�u
RL)

⌧ ' {0.9,�4}·10�3(mH+/v)2, and
two solutions for (c

RL
⌧ ,c

LR
⌧ ) ' {(�6, 8), (�12, 2)} ·

10�2(mH+/v)2. These values are large enough to pose

severe flavor building problems. The products 
c(u)
RL ⌧

are roughly three (four) orders of magnitude larger
than the corresponding Yukawas giving fermion masses,
(mc(u)/v)(m⌧/v). Furthermore, in order to satisfy FCNC
bounds from D0, Bs and Bd mixing, there needs to
be at least an order of magnitude cancellation between
di↵erent contributions even for ⌧ = 1 (to suppress
�B = 2 transitions, a viable solution is also i

LR = 0).
If such a charged Higgs is lighter than the top quark,
it could be observed in t ! bH+ decays. The null
results of existing searches at ATLAS and CMS imply
|t

RL,LR| . O(0.2 � 0.4) for the H+ mass between 80
GeV and 160 GeV [20]. If the charged Higgs is heav-
ier than the top, the dominant signal could come from
gb ! H�t production with, e.g., the pp cross section at
the 8 TeV LHC of 1.4pb(|t

RL|2+ |t
LR|2) for mH� = 200

GeV. Also for larger H+ masses ⌧ +/ET and tb resonance
searches [21] become e↵ective, since H� then decays pre-
dominantly to t̄b and ⌧⌫ depending on the relative sizes
of t

LR,RL and ⌧ .
An alternative possibility is represented by lepto-

quarks. In particular, scalar leptoquarks forming the
(3,3,�1/3), (¯3,2,�7/6) and (3,1,�1/3) representa-
tions of the SM SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y gauge
group as well as vector leptoquarks in the (3,3, 2/3),
(¯3,2, 5/6) and (3,1, 2/3) representations can contribute
to (semi)leptonic charged current meson decays at the
tree level. In general they will also induce dangerous
FCNC operators and are thus potentially severely con-
strained [22]. As an example we consider the scalar elec-
troweak triplet leptoquark S

3

= (3,3,�1/3) with renor-

in general THDM:
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(for QL,RL)

4

FCNC operators and are thus potentially severely con-
strained [19]. As an example we consider the scalar elec-
troweak triplet leptoquark S

3

= (3,3,�1/3) with renor-
malizable interactions to 3rd generation SM fermions
(aligned with the mass basis of down-like quarks and
charged leptons)

Lint

S3
= YS3q

c
3

i�
2

⌧aSa⇤
3

l
3

+ h.c. . (12)

Integrating out S
3

at the tree level induces a contribution
to QL with cL = (|YS3 |2/4)(v/mS3)

2. LFU violations
in B ! D(⇤) transitions (but not R⇡

⌧/`) can then be

accommodated provided |YS3 |/mS3 ' 1/150 GeV. The
most severe constraints on these parameters come from
electroweak precision tests [20] requiring |YS3 |/mS3 .
1/450 GeV, in tension with the value preferred by B
decays. Additional contributions to electroweak preci-
sion observables from the UV completion of the e↵ective
model in Eq. (12) could soften this tension. Most con-
straining direct bound on the mass of S

3

is from the CMS
search for 3rd generation scalar leptoquarks decaying to
b⌫ [21]. Taking into account the S

3

! b⌫ branching ra-
tio we obtain a bound mS3 & 280 GeV. Future dedicated
searches using also the t⌧ decay channel [22] or associ-
ated S

3

production with the monotop signature [12] could
further constrain this model.

Modifications of semileptonic transitions involving the
third generation quarks and leptons are also expected in
models of strong electroweak symmetry breaking or com-
posite Higgs models where the heavier SM fermions are
expected to be partially or mostly composite [23]. The
exchange of strong sector vector resonances will induce
contributions to QL,R which can be parametrized as

zL
⇤2

⇠ g2⇢
m2

⇢

[fq
3

]2[f l
3

]2 ,
z
u(c)
R

⇤4

⇠ g2⇢
m2

⇢

yQd
3

yQu
1(2)

m2

Q

[f l
3

]2 , (13)

where g⇢ .
p
4⇡ and m⇢ ⇠ O(TeV) are the strong sector

vector resonance coupling and mass, whilemQ . O(TeV)
is the mass of the strong sector fermion resonances (Q)
transforming as (3,2, 1/6) under the SM gauge group.
Furthermore, fq,l

i 2 [0, 1] are compositeness fractions
of i-th generation left handed quarks and leptons re-
spectively, parametrizing the mixing of chiral fermions
with strong sector fermion resonances (again assuming
down type mass alignment), while yQd,Qu

i are the cou-
plings of right-handed chiral up- and down-type quarks
to the composite Higgs and Q fermion resonance fields
in L � yQd

i Q̄HdiR + yQu
i Q̄H̃ui

R + h.c.. For concrete-
ness we fix f l

3

= fq
3

= 1 (third generation composite-

ness), g⇢ =
p
4⇡ and fit m⇢, ✏32 ⌘ yQd

3

yQu
2

v2/m2

Q and

✏
31

⌘ yQd
3

yQu
1

v2/m2

Q to the three LFU ratios. A good
fit to all three observables is obtained for m⇢ ' 1 TeV
in two regions, around ✏

32

' 0 and ✏
31

' �0.01 but also
✏
32

' 0.01 and ✏
31

' 0.05. Note that non-zero ✏i are
required to fit R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` simultaneously. Similarly

to the H+ in 2HDMs, the strong sector charged vector
resonances are susceptible to ⌧+MET and tb resonance
searches [18] at the LHC. Another interesting channel is
the resonant or Higgs associated production of fermionic
Q resonances through dig or uig fusion.
Prospects. It is important that the indications of

LFU violation in B ! D(⇤)⌧⌫ and B ! ⌧⌫ decays are
verified using related B decays. Measuring the B̄ ! ⇡⌧ ⌫̄
branching ratio could confirm LFU violation in b ! u⌧ ⌫̄
transitions. In the SM one has

[B(B ! ⇡⌧⌫)/B(B ! ⇡`⌫)]SM = 0.68± 0.03 , (14)

using form factor estimates from the lattice [9], and where
the uncertainty is dominated by the shape of the scalar
B ! ⇡ form factor as extracted from the lattice sim-
ulation [24]. A measurement of this observable should
be possible at the (super)B-factories. It would also help
to disentangle the possible underlying NP, since di↵erent
e↵ective operators in Eqs. (5)–(8) give di↵erent contri-
butions compared to R⇡

⌧/`. A similarly useful observable
probing LFU in b ! c transitions would be the purely
leptonic decay of the Bc meson Bc ! ⌧⌫. The experi-
mental prospects for such a measurement are more un-
certain, however.
The NP interpretations of the LFU violation in B

decays have also interesting implications for the direct
searches at the LHC. The details of the LHC signa-
tures are model dependent. The relevant results of the
model specific searches for charged Higgs, leptoquarks
and strong sector resonant states that are already be-
ing performed by CMS and ATLAS have been briefly
reviewed above. In addition there are also some generic
signatures that are more tightly related to the fact that
LFU violation is seen in B decays. All the models either
predict contributions to h+⌧+MET (missing transverse
energy) channel where h is the physical neutral Higgs bo-
son (for the models that match onto Qi

R, QLR and Qi
RL

EFT operators), the monotop t+MET signature (for QL

and Qi
RL operators) or the (t+)⌧ +MET channels. The

latter are possible for all EFT operators, but the final
state with a top quark is directly related to the strength
of B decay LFU anomalies only for QL and QLR opera-
tors. For instance in the 2HDM the h⌧⌫ final state would
arise from resonant production pp ! H� ! hH�, how-
ever this is suppressed compared to gb ! H�t by the
smallness of u

RL.
In conclusion, we have found that the 4.6� indication

for the violation of LFU in B decays can be explained
in presence of non-MFV right-right vector or right-left
scalar currents. We have also shown how these could arise
from 2HDMs, from leptoquark models or from models
with composite quarks and leptons (all with nontrivial
flavor structure).

We thank D. Bečirević, A. Falkowski, and R. Harnik
for useful discussions. This work was supported in part
by the Slovenian Research Agency.
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Figure 3: The mS dependence of Br(t ! j+��) (red dotted)
and of �(t+2�) at 7 TeV LHC in model (10) for guL = 1 (blue
dashed) and gcL = 1 (black solid), keeping all other gi = 0 in
each case.
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Figure 4: Cross sections for single and pair produced t̃1 (11)

taking gc(u)L = �1(3) resulting in t+ /ET and tt̄+ /ED signal at
7 TeV and 14 TeV LHC.

resonant production is possible [1]). If the mediators are
light enough to be produced on-shell, the cross section
for t+2� will be phase space enhanced compared to our
EFT discussion so far, where we had a three-body final
state to start with.

For illustration we present a toy model example from
each of the two classes. First let us consider the case
where S and � are both scalars, and S has the SM gauge
quantum numbers of a Higgs. A model of this sort was
considered in [2], where FCNC decays of the top were dis-
cussed. The relevant part of the interaction Lagrangian
after electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) is

Lint = guLūRtLS + gcLc̄RtLS + guRt̄RuLS

+gcRt̄RcLS + �vS��+ h.c.,
(10)

where the last term arises from SH†�2, and we are in-
termittently using S for the weak doublet field and its
neutral component. On Fig. 3 we show the t + �� pro-
duction cross section for two cases, guL = 1 and gcL = 1,
while all the other couplings are taken to zero in each

case and � is taken massless for simplicity. The re-
sults are easily rescaled for the discussed flavor mod-
els. With the horizontal charge assignments in (7), we
would have guL ⇠ �3, gcL ⇠ �, guR ⇠ �3, gcR ⇠ �2. Taking
gcL = � = 0.23 the production of top in association with
DM can be discovered at the 7 TeV LHC. Using the re-
sults of [1] the significance would be S/

p
S +B ⇠ 5, 3

for mS = 200, 400 GeV with 5fb�1. Since the irreducible
background 3j + Z(! ⌫⌫̄) can be well understood from
leptonic Z decays, further improvements with increased
statistics can be expected. Note that the for light � also
t ! j+2� decays can be used with the expected 14 TeV
LHC reach of ⇠ O(10�4), however, for increasing mS

monotop signal quickly becomes favored.

A toy example from the second class of models has
a Z2 odd majorana fermion h, with SM gauge quantum
numbers of the Higgs, and two Z2 odd color triplet scalars
t̃R,L with gauge quantum numbers of right-handed and
left-handed up-quarks. The neutral component of h is
DM �. After EWSB the relevant part of the interaction
Lagrangian is

Lint = guL�̄uRt̃
⇤
1 + gcL�̄cRt̃

⇤
1 + gtL�̄tRt̃

⇤
1 + (L ! R) + h.c,

(11)
where t̃R,L mix into mass eigenstates t̃1,2 after EWSB,
and we only keep the lowest lying state for simplicity.
An example of this model is the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) where we only keep the lightest
stop and a neutralino which needs to have a large Hig-
gsino component (the impact of flavor violation on neu-
tralino DM within the MSSM has recently been discussed
in [19]). An alternative model realization with a SM sin-
glet DM leading to the same interaction Lagrangian has
recently been shown to produce a large forward-backward
asymmetry in tt̄ pair production at the Tevatron [20].
Since t̃1 is colored, it can be pair produced, leading to
tt̄ + 2� signal. Taking gtL = 1, gcL = �, guL = �3 we com-
pare on Fig. 4 the t + 2� and tt̄ + 2� cross sections at
the 7 TeV and 14 TeV LHC as a function of mt̃, taking �
again massless for simplicity. For this choice of parame-
ters pair production yields an order of magnitude larger
signals. This hierarchy can change if gc,uL are larger in
reality, or if Br(t̃1 ! t�) < 100% since the pair produc-
tion tt̄+2� signal scales as this branching ratio squared.
In either case the cross sections are large enough that a
discovery is possible at the LHC with increased statistics.

Conclusions. We have shown that a novel t + /ET

signature is an interesting search channel for DM pro-
duction at the LHC, where with reasonable size of flavor
violation the discovery can be made already at the 7 TeV
LHC with a few fb�1 of data. For light DM, t ! j + /ET

decays o↵er another interesting search mode.

This work is supported in part by the European Com-
mission RTN network, Contract No. MRTN-CT-2006-
035482 (FLAVIAnet) and by the Slovenian Research
Agency.
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Figure 7. Expected and observed 95% CL exclusion limits on B(t ! bH+) for charged Higgs
boson production from top quark decays as a function of mH+ , assuming B(H+ ! !") = 100%.
Shown are the results for: (a) lepton+jets channel; (b) !+lepton channel; (c) !+jets channel; (d)
combination.

over the whole investigated mass range, but in particular for mH+ close to the top quark

mass. Interpreted in the context of the mmax
h scenario of the MSSM, tan # above 12–26, as

well as between 1 and 2–6, can be excluded in the mass range 90 GeV < mH+ < 150 GeV.
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Figure 1: Preferred 1� (darker green) and 2� (lighter yellow) pa-

rameter regions for e↵ective operators QLR (left plot, dependence

on complex cLR Wilson coe�cient) and MFV Qi
 (right plot, de-

pendence on  mass and modulus of the universal Wilson coe�-

cient, |c |). The 1� constraints from R⌧/`, R⇤

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` are

drawn in full black, dashed purple and dotted red contours, respec-

tively. The best fit points are marked with an asterisk.

QLR = i@µ(q̄3⌧
aHbR)

X

j

J µ
j,a , (7)

Qi
RL = i@µ(ūR,iH̃

†⌧aq
3

)
X

j

J µ
j,a , (8)

where ⌧a = �a/2, J µ
j,a = (l̄j�µ⌧alj), H̃ ⌘ i�

2

H⇤ and
i, j are generational indices. We work in the down quark
mass basis, qi = (V ji⇤

CKMuL,j , dL,i)T , and charged lepton

mass basis, li = (V ji⇤
PMNS⌫L,j , eL,i)T . Our requirement

that there are no down-type tree-level FCNCs means that
we impose flavor alignment in the down sector for oper-
ators QL,QLR and Qi

RL. In this way we get rid of all
tree level FCNCs due to QLR while QL and Qi

RL still
generate contributions to c ! u⌫⌫̄ and t ! c(u)⌫⌫̄ tran-
sitions. The first process is typically obscured by SM tree
level contributions (i.e. D ! (⌧ ! ⇡⌫)⌫̄ [11]), while the
second will induce an interesting monotop signature at
the LHC [12].

Other di  8 operators can either be reduced to
the above using equations of motion, or have vanishing
h0| Qi |Bi hadronic matrix elements and thus cannot af-
fect R⇡

⌧/` (e.g., Q̄i�µ⌫⌧
aHbR). Note that Qi

L,R are tau

lepton flavor specific, while in the case of Qi
RL,LR LFU

violations are induced by the helicity suppression of the
leptonic current, as can be easily seen by integrating by
parts and using equations of motion.

In addition, new light invisible fermions  could mimic
the missing energy signature of SM neutrinos in the
b ! ui⌧⌫ decays. We thus also consider the lowest di-
mensional operator coupling  to SM quarks and charged
leptons and invariant under the SM gauge group [11]

Qi
 = (q̄ibR)(l̄3 R) . (9)

In the following we consider a single NP operator con-

tributing to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` at a time and later compare

this to some explicit NP model examples.

Minimal flavor violation. The flavor structure of
QL and QLR is completely determined by our require-
ment that there are no tree level FCNCs in the down
sector. The charged currents are then proportional to the
same CKM elements as in the SM realizing the Minimal
Flavor Violation (MFV) structure [14]. The e↵ect of QL

is to rescale the SM predictions for R(⇤)

⌧/`, R⇡
⌧/` by a uni-

versal factor |1+ cL/2|2, where cL = zL(v/⇤)2. The best
fit to the three LFU ratios is obtained for |1+cL/2| ' 1.18
with a value of �2 ' 9.8 (for the SM, �2 ' 28). Both
R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/` are then well accommodated, while the
R⇡
⌧/` tension remains above the 2� level. The e↵ective

NP scale probed is ⇤|zL|�1/2 = v|cL|�1/2 ' 0.29 TeV.
The contributions of QLR can be readily computed us-

ing results of [3, 13] yielding

R⇡,LR
⌧/` /R⇡,SM

⌧/` = 1� 0.038Re(cLR) + 3.6 10�4|cLR|2 ,

RLR

⌧/`/RSM

⌧/` = 1� 0.0076Re(cLR) + 2.6 10�5|cLR|2 ,

R⇤,LR
⌧/` /R⇤,SM

⌧/` = 1� 6.2 10�4 Re(cLR) + 1.2 10�6|cLR|2 ,

(10)

where cLR = zLR(v/⇤)4 . In the case of R⌧/` we also
need to take into account a significant experimental e�-
ciency correction due to the di↵erent kinematics induced
by theQLR operator compared toQL and the SM [1]. Ef-
fectively this amounts to multiplying the term quadratic
in cLR by a correction factor of ⇠ 1.5 (not included in
Eq. (10)). The same argument applies for the operators
Qi

RL and Q (near m = 0).
Switching on only the QLR operator the best fit point

is cLR ' �50, where �2 ' 6.2 with both R⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/`

perfectly accommodated, while a tension with the ob-
served value ofR⇤

⌧/` remains (see Fig. 1 left). Irrespective
of R⇡

⌧/`, the central measured values of R⌧/` and R⇤

⌧/`

can never be simultaneously obtained using only QLR [3].
The preferred value of cLR points to a very low e↵ective
NP scale of v|cLR|�1/4 ' 65 GeV.
The relative strength of semileptonic b ! c and b ! u

transitions generated by the Qi
R,Qi

RL or Qi
 operators is

fixed only once we explicitly specify the flavor structure.
For Qi

R and Qi
RL, MFV implies ziR,RL / mui leading to

extremely suppressed e↵ects in R⇡
⌧/`. Consequently we

do not consider these two operators within MFV. On the
other hand, in the case of Qi

 the MFV hypothesis is

satisfied by taking zi = V ib
CKM

c (⇤/v)2. The corrections

to R(⇤)

⌧/` and R⇡
⌧/` now also depend on the mass m of

the new invisible fermion  . Close to mB � mD(⇤) �
m⌧ thresholds the contributions to R(⇤)

⌧/` are suppressed
relative to the ones in R⇡

⌧/`. Varying both c and m the

best fit of �2 = 7.9 is reached for c ' 0.54 and m = 0
(see Fig. 1 right). Significant tensions between the three
observables remain.
Generic flavor structures. In the presence of

more general flavor violation the NP contributions to



Conclusions

General requirements in EFT:
• no tree-level down quark / charged lepton FCNCs
• no LFU violations in pion, kaon sectors

26

}require flavor alignment

A number of possibilities: 
• modification of left-hand current - preferred in MFV

Predict monotop signature at LHC
• chirality flipping scalar operators - require non-MFV

Example: generic 2HDM
Severe bounds from FCNCs
Predict (h/t+)τ+MET signature at LHC

If confirmed, observed LFU violations in B decays point towards
new charged current interactions of 3rd gen. matter fields
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